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The type used in this heading is from the old plant of the Cimarron News and Press and was used for a heading for the paper in the seventies.
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Former Colfax County

llane?

Man Pies

ey Coke company, the largest independent producer in the Connellvilles
region. The new machine, the product
of the braia of T. J. Mitchell, general

manager of ,the Rainey interest, has
been in use for a hort time M the
Mt Braddoek works and has prove
a success.
The invention will make
it possible for for men to charge, water, draw and convey coke Iron 106
"hundred ovens, thereby doing the
same amount of work which now requires from forty to fifty men. The
oven is a radical depart re. It it recr
tangular, four feet wide and thirty
feet long, the crown being
The greatest departure comes
In the drawing. On each side of t
string of ovens tracks are constructed.
A, big , telescopic machine or ram
moves on this. After an oven is wat'
tíÜ9
movcd before it und the
ram, operated by electricity, force
the ntire charge of coke bodily out
at the other end.
cone-shape-

'V

William William, known as "Bil-jie- "
Williams, and who resided at
Springer and was once a deputy sheriff there, was burned to death, on Jan
vary 17th in a fire which consumed
the Safford House at Clifton, 'Ariz.
Mr. Williams was the only occupant
pi the hotel who failed to escape.
The fire originated in Williams' room
but the eral cause of it has not been
The Springer Stockdiscovered.
man has this to say in part of Williams and his life.
- "Tigé" Williams wa3 a familiar figure in all of the camps of Arizona and
New Mexico; he was a
whole-soule- d
gambler, always ready
to help the poor or render assistance
to the needy. Only a few days ago
he was asked how he acquired the
name of "Tige" and he told the story.
A number of years ago he was a cowboy on the New Mexico"" plains. At
that time Eddy was a wide open
d,

gambling town, He struck ,the prace
with only a few dollars and immediately began 'gambling.' He won
every bet. be made and broke, every
game in town. After that whenever
he entered & saloon th gamblers
would remark: "Here's comes that
tiger." 9 The, name of "Tige" has followed him ever, since. He said that PUBLIC RANGE PROTECTION.
he had never had any Juck since that
winning.
East Las Vegas, N. M., Feb 4.
left Springer Will C. Barnes of this citv. secretarv
"Billie" Williams
some six years ago and went to Ari- - of the territorial cattle sanitary board,
zona. He left many admiring friends j,as been appojnted by the president
who very much deplore his untimely
member of the committee of stock-enAbout 1887 he was married to men to confer with the pubi;c ianJs
Miss Josefita Montoya at Raton, and commission as to the most equitable
a short time afterwards they removed method of controlling, protecting and
to this city. In about 1803 he desert- - improving the public range. A corn
ed her. They had two children, both m;ttee 0f tbjs kind was suggested at
now living in Raton with their grand the meeting of the American Live
parents, Victor Montava and wife. Stock association at Denver last
Mras. Williams died in 1903. They month.
Barnes has been requested
had no property that is known of.
to meet with the commission
at
Washington on Feb. 11.
'

.

Dr. C. M. Sheldon to go to England, through Kansas from its eastern bor- der and across the southeastern por- Dr. Charles M. Sheldon, the author tion of Colorado, through Commercial
of "In His Steps," will sail from New street, Trinidad, into New Mexico.
York March 15 for Engiand, where he The part of the old trail which lies in
will engage for four months in the in- - Kansas has already been appropriate- terest of temperance reform under the ly marked and there is good reason
auspices of the United Kingdom Al- - why Colorado should complete its
liance, an organization corresponding share of the work.
n
League of Amer- The society of the Daughters of the
to the
American Revolution has taken an acica.
Mr. Sheldon said: "For the first tive interest in this matter and a comtime in the history of Great Britain mittee of one has been appointed
the prospects are bright for temper- from each of the D. A. R. chapters in
this state to look after the matter.
ance legislation."
The asembly certainly ought to
After leaving Great Britain Mr.
Sheldon wil spend some time in other make this appropriation which, under
European countries, thence to Austra- the terms of the bill introduced by
lia, New Zealand and Hawaii, making Senator Parks, is to be expended una complete circuit of the globe during der the direction of the state regent
of the Daughters of the American
his absence of six months.
Revolution, the state engineer and the
chairman of the D. A. R. Santa Fe
MARKING SANTA FE TRAIL.
trail committee. Trinidad Advertiser.
Among the measures now pending
in the Colorado asembly is one mak- WILL CHANGE COKE MAKING.
ing a small appropriation (2,000) for
An invention that wil revolutionize
the purpose of surveying and marking
permanently the old Santa Fe trail. the manufacture of coke was officially
This pioneer wagon road extended adopted last week by the W. J. Rain- Anti-Saloo-

FAMOUS MATADOR MEETS
DEATH IN THE RING.
Mexico City, Méx., Feb. 2.
tonio Montes, bull fighter, is no more.
Three times before his death he had
suffered almost fatal accidents, and
the fourth, witnessed by some of the
most prominent people of the Mexican republic and by David Francis, of
St. Louis World's fair fame, and party
Gored in the
proved his undoing.
back and groin the little bull fighter
hung on to life with surprising tenacity, until an internal hemorrhage car-

RICHARD

TRUJILLO

KILLED
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Innovation in Powder
at Trinidad
1tj$izi f$p m Ua:2factcrls3 a Scpericr
"y-ffiíúrinf-

January aft, 1907.
Editor of The Raton Range:
.Early last week I took a drive to
Johnson Mm to tee bow every one
was prospering. I found the people
of that section of . the country ail
busy and of course very happy,, for
a busy "man is always Happy.
; There is one
question that the
mesa people cannot understand and
that is why p they cannot sell their
oats is Raton. Every buyer has been
told that the. merchants have no room
for anjr more grain. Another question, "Why haven't they the room?
Was enough oats shipped in from
other, towns to take up the space
when they knew that the mesa people would have oats that could be
bought for the same amount of
money?"
They all know that notwithstanding the mesa oats are far ahead of
Kansas oats and that , Kansas oats
govern the price. This being the case
what object did the buyers of Raton
have in shipping in such a quantity
of oats. Of course when the threshing was don the oats did not come in
fast enough to supply the demand but
two or three cars would have been
sufficient until after the mesa oats
was ready.
One mail told me that he had
bought almost five hundred dollars'
worth of lumber from one dealer for
which he paid cash, but when he
wanted to sell the same man some
oats he found that he was well supplied and had no room. There is one
good thing in that the price of oats
will not decline any, in fact it is on
the advance.
Now for some of the late happen
ings on the mesa:
J. P. Dale is going to rent his
farm and move to Raton for Mr. and
Mrs. Dale are getting too old to live
,
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ble thing about it is that water wilt
put it out if it is burning and even
though wet it can be relighted witl
a match again.
It looks like so much dark flour. It
can be handled at Will and sacks of
it thrown about as though filled with
so much wheat. Many of the, mines
have asked for demonstration tests of
a "show me" order and every' mine
that has had a test is ordering this
flameless and smokeless powder.

There are sixty thousand pounds
of powder in this section of the west
consumed every day. This new mill
will soon have an output of about
three thousand pounds and as it is a
'

very superior article over anything
on the market it will mean at the
present rate of orders that the large
building of soxioo feet that is now
up back of Electric park will have
to be soon enlarged to keep pace
with the demand for this superior
powder.
More machinery will be installed- in fact, is already ordered.
Withia
a short time this Union Powder company, of Trinidad, wil have a large
daily output and will employ close to
sixty men. Chronicle-News.

The case of the Pecos Valley shipagainst the Pecos Valley ard
Northeastern Railroad company is
now closed and in the hands of the
Interstate Commerce Commission. All
testimony given was to the effect that
Pecos Valley rates are higher than
elsewhere.
Relief will doubtless be
ordered by the Interstate CommLs- pers

.U

s.on.

The F.lida N'ews, Roosevelt county, has this to say of the farming land
in that county:
"The country about
Elida is new and the land largely
untried for agricultural purposes. Vet
.1 few of the pioneers are demonstrating that the soil hereabouts is fertile
and productive.
Few of the farmers
in the northern and eastern states
know the possibilities of this soil or
there would not be a foot of land
within miles of here which could be
bought for ?jo per acre."

Prop sed to Own Wife
Sjont.,
Glcndale,
Feb. 2. Miles
Kentoh, a miller, answered a matrimonial advertisement and told his
correspondent frankly that he had
been once divorced.
They agreed to
marry, but when he saw Ins fiancee
at the place of meeting, she proved
to lie his divorced wife. He said,
"Nothing doing," and returned home.
GOOD FOR

GAMBLING

Will

la Ttls?Sectl05

The Union Powder company, Trinidad's powder, factory,. .who manufacture Pettingill's patent smokeless and
flameless blasting powder, is making
rapid strides into the powder field in
this section.
Tests are being made at the various
mines. Four very severe tests of the
powder were made at the Frisco mine
at Piedmont. The powder did all
that was claimed for it.
The oficers of the company are the
following:
Ralph Marsh, president; A. J. Patrick, treasurer; B. C. Pettingill, secretary and general manager; Gilbert
H. Mann, attorney.
There is no "puff to the powder as
exists in all other powder. It can be
lighted with a match and held within
two inches of one's eyes. It simply
burns like so much sawdust, there being absolutely no spitting of flame or
puff of smoke.
The powder at the mill is made un
der the personal direction of General
Manager Pettingill. Mr. Pettingill's
chief assistant is Roy C. Goss.
The new powder cannot be exploded by concussion.
Another remarka- -

East Las Vegas, N. M., Feb. 2.
Ricardo Trujillo was killed just after
noon today in the local railway yards.
He attempted to cross a track on
which one of the big freight engines
FALSE REPORT ABOUT
was backing, and was struck. He was
caught by the brake beam and
WILLOW DISASTER
dragged forty feet before the engine
His head was on a ranch.
could be stopped.
Abe Brown, who returned a short
forced down on the ties and the
bumping smashed his head horribly. init' ago from an extended visit to
After a very careful investigation
Missouri, is thinking of returning to
He was dead when extricated.
into the matter it has been proven
Trujillo leaves a wife and six chil- that state soon for it is too high for by the statement of those in authorhim here.
dren.
ity that there is no truth whatever in
Paul Nauta has sold his ranch and
the report that an Italian had been
of"
Michigan
the
will move to
first
taken into custody here charged with
Band and
March. Part of the land was sold to
the firing of the W illow mine at Van
John Budd.
Iloiitcn last week. It is true that
Show Coming Soon Yankee is improving rapidly as three
nun lost their lives in this fire
there are forty houses tinder con- but the statement that anyone was
struction besides the amusement hall accused of setting the mine on fire
The members of thH Raton Con 'ert and other houses.
with malicious purpose is merely an
Band will give a minstrel
at the
Coliseum
unfounded
rumor.
on February 18th.
T' e
will
family
Ellis C. Jones
and
RatoD girls will assist and one of the
in from their ranch four miles
move
best of this seasons prosrammes will
Fred Cousins, who has been off for
doubtless be rendered. Full noti e cast of town this week. They will
will be civen after the arrangements occupy their home at the corner of the past three weeks, has reported
Fifth and Moulten.
for work.
for the whole affair are completed.

ried him off.
Montes was

considered probably
the most daring and skilful matador
in Spain, which means the whole
world. With eight months' tutelage
from Antonio Fuentes, be entered
the ring as a full fledged matador seven years ago, and since that time he
has fought creditably before all the
royal family of Spain, and on many
occasions was their guest.
During his career as a matador
Monte is credited with having earned
at least $300,000, the greater part of
which went to his wife, father, mother, brothers and sisters. Montes was
known as the "gentleman caballero,
not only in his own circles, but among
folowers of the bull ring. His chief
delight was not in women and wine,
but in a clean life, which enabled him
to give heavily to his family.
In his career as a matador, a killer
of bulls, Montes had appeared in 3.28
fights, and had given the death stroke
to 789 bulls in Mexico and Spain. His
work had called forth the keenest exclamations of appreciation and enjoyment ori the part of the king of Spain.

d.
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WALSENBURG.

The knocker in this town is almost
an extinct specie of humanity. In fact,
a genuine,
e
wool knocker in
this town would be worth money as
a museum
freak. WaUenburg news
in Trinidad Chronicle-News- .
died-in-th-

MATTER AT THIS

SESSION

,

Phoenix, Ariz., Feb., 1. The legislative assembly today passed the governor's suggested bill, previously
pased by council repealing the statute
permitting licensed gambling in

I

territory.

a.

The new law takes effect April I.
Phoenix, Ariz., Feb. 1 As the court
house clock boomed the solemn midnight hour last night it not only peal
ed forth the announcement that time
had claimed another day but also
rang the death knell of gambling in
Phoenix.
Six years ago the female saloon
Warbler was swept out of the city of
Phoenix on a wave of reform and now
the march of reform carries the tiger
before it. As the saloon singer receded to the mining camps and other
cities so is the gambler now forced
out of Phoenix, but he will have not
the place to lay his head in Arizonia

for long as a green cloth man, for
April 1 a new law similar to that
which banishes him from Phoenix today, will go into effect in the entire
And the saloon warbler who still
hangs forth in mining camps and
some of the larger cities must hie herself to another land.
The American frontier has moved
out of Arizona. The bad land where
you may be .slain by an Indian, held
up and robbed or given the other excitement that the wild west novel
pictures to you, has moved across the
border to Sonora and there the female
saloon singer and the Arizona gambler must follow Billy Stiles, Bert
and others who in their day
gave to Arizona a reputation as a
wild country.
Chief of Police Kinney, while cot
required to do so, '.yesterday served
Al-vo- rd

j
i

1

(

notice on all of the forty or more
gambling games in the city that
promptly at midnight all play must
cease as the ordinance prohibiting
gambling goes into effect February t.
Chief Kinney took this precaution
in order that none might have excuse,
if they failed to close, that they had
made a mistake in the day.
The gamblers realize that they have
lost their hold in Phoenix and many
of them are already leaving the city
for greener fields. Some will remain
in Phoenix and engage in other business.
The new ordinance also prohibits
playing at euchre for prizes and is
very broad in its scope. All of the
games so popular in social circles are
tabooed and the society belle who offers her guests prizes for any game
puts herself within the pale of the
law just the same as the gambler who

banks the crap game.
It is understood that the giving of
prizes will be stopped at parties and
church functions, there being no. desire un the part of any one to come
in conflict with the law, but at the
Country club society folks may st: )
play for their prizes, it is understood,
the club being beyond the limits of
the city.
MAY QUIT.
City, Colo., Feb. 2. The
printers of this city threaten to strike
Monday unless their demand for an
increase in wages is granted. The
new schedule has the indorsement of
the International officers and was
made thirty days ago. Journeymen
are now receiving $12 per week, and
ask for $13.50; foremen now get $15
and ask for $16.50 for an eight-hou- r
day.

CANON PRINTERS
CaiKin

CHILD KILLED BY ANIMALS

The dismembered remains of a child were discovered last
Wednesday near Shoemaker. U11- disputable evidence goes to show that
the child had been partially devoured
5-

year-ol- d

by some wild animal.
The little girl had gone out to play
with tit the knowledge f her mother.
Having missed her the mother began a search which revealed the
fact that she had been killed by an
animal., as the head and one arm
were gone, and the flesh bore the
imprints of the creature's claws. The
news spread quickly and a party was
organized to run down the beast,
but no trace of thet animal has yet
been found.
The family thus strangely bereaved
are Mexicans and the name and further particulars cannot be learned.
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with pride. But behold his alibi crum-beletEDITORS.
wrinkleth; his
his
"Editors," says the handsome man
who owns and operates the Lawrence starch melteth as wax, and when the
Journal, "makes us tired." That is a report of the committee on conduct
strange coincidence; they, make us and behavior cometh, the editor, even
lined, too. We sometimes think that the editor of great pride, appeareth
' it waso't. foretirnrs and,, editing this befunft taenia the twsf'tixow-.- Jt.
pretty fair4 sorf of world. Pother ileck.ri Th4:alSo
ould b
tut editors are forever.lakinur their You bet the editor makes us tired.
ertfcvbtfrs aji$ rtfisim? the Jevil andhel If it ya.ii',ir.the mbtvi0i would be
flcvif'is alway to' pay wnen he'ge'fs a ha0pj6
started, and often there is no pitch times wonder why we shouldn't take
hot, and there being no pitíft 1idf fli'e '4" titfpfSik'tp and jump and go sailing
jjevjl ,uppaifc goes up and ,4o.wnjOie into history without waiting for.. the
World eekfn wtonv h Wy, éwoijín
All the trouble in the world is started The editor is a bad lot. There should
by editors."
opírr season on'edrtor so that
t it notning Dut Doaru ana cioines be an
and the upptr-atheJftfrniliaierl thsyJniKhjjbe kjiledronx New Years
to vCnrMm'as.
For ditorsMcertainly
and discredited families.- Why are editors, anyway? What make tts tired. Will White in Emtverlastingly and cternaly 1 Tfit ttie?' poria Gazette.
The editor jieth in the morning full,
of high hopes. and beautiful bulging 'There' are two "bills in ttie House
ideals, and hi; goes to bed ,atf night whose objective point is ftii abolishful of unavailing regrets and .typo- ing of the territorial mounted police.
graphical errors. He pranceth up to This end of Colfax countsees so litthe dragon of devil, and soaketh it, tle of these gendarmes that no diswhen lo, it.champeth and snorts and pute would arise from the statement
he is not. He merely monkeyeth with that they had long ago been'abolished.
the buz saw of popular sentiment and
The antigambling law was passed
pjeketh himself up in a sack and tot-t- h
last fall by the present municipal adhimself to the scrap heap. He
on his decency and patteth ministration, while the ordinance prohjmself on the back; yea he annoint-et- h hibiting the singing of women in sahimself with unction, and churn-et- h loons was passed in May, loot, during
his opponent to cheese. He slap-pet- h the administration of former Mayor
himself on the belly and pointeth Walter Talbot.

h;

tin-fro-

i

jst

v

Ih'jct'ba.

LOCALS and PERSONALS

The overflow of the Colorado river
into the Saltón desert is forming an
inland sea which it is estimated will
soon be as large as Lake Michigan.
National legislation is now being discussed whereby this may be allowed
to continue until the Saltón Sea is
filled up to the level of the Gulf of
California and a canal cut through to
connect it with the ocean. It is
claimed that it will be the means of
absolutely changing changang the
climate of .. California, Arizona and
New Mexico and turning the arid
deserts of these into fields of fruit
This lake will be the
and grain.
means of giving New Mexico and
Arizona van abundance of rain fall
and a more equitable climate throughout the year. Many prosperous towns
it.ik clarmed will be etablishjld along
the line of the canal to the ocean.
This is a very feasible conclusion and
we hope will' 'mafcjriálijfé; ámA$jCii&-lThe cosí of the proposed canal

M axwell Land Grant Co
q MINERAL LANDS
Extensive Areas of High and low grade
Ore awaiting Development
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$2,000,000.

Ne'wí:

'Cimarron fyaj órg'aTuzed' básérj'alj
ándi'thé'tianje;of ''&'tika'' hás
tijee'n "adop'te'éf Vs 'its
oYictaí'"Vjam'e.
pxcellén't "grounds Tiave Wen, lafií oút
on' the'' north jslde, sOuíh''óf 'trie' raíT-- "
road and'tViéneííessafy parápliernalia"
lías been purchased JoV'the'teárn." A
practice game .was given "Sun'day'af- terñpon' arid from ttíe. material 6n
t
f
hand, it is' evident that fní team will
soon be afcle' to' meet all comers.
'The 'team will be" provided with
handsome blue uniforms ' upon the
breasts of which will apepar the
"Swastika" ernblem.
Cimarron will
have reason to feel proud of her new
ball team and it is certain that before
the season ends the lads composing
it will render a good account of them-

.

was enjoyed by Cimarron's enthus-jaMChallenges should sunn be

s.

furthcoming.
!;ti-baldevelopments here are
iiue noticeable compared to a week
grounds have been
ago. The
trailed and the diamond surveyed.
Sunday a hotly contested name wa
played between two .trong teams.
Another game is called fur next
l
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of the United States. Colfax
County is the Most Promising
Section of New Mexico. Cimarron is in the best part of

Colfax County.

Do you Want Land?
Do you Want Town Lots?
Do you Want Mining Propetty?
IF YOU DO I CAN SERVE YOU
iimzs
If
I

,
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The lilaxwell Land Grant Company
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For further information write
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are favorable to the success of the

frightful Accident
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All Conditions

team a "Swastika" polo team
been organized and in the practice
game Sunday afternoon some wejl directed plays were made. The horses
used were green ones at the game
but they displayed the kind of mettle Jhat goes to make up good polo
ponies.

retd-dent- u

11

,

this 'réservatíoh Sbecial Ar- rahgrnents will bemade with parties
desiring a large acreage and who are
''), prepared to develop the same

"Within-

ball
has

Washington, Feb. 1. A bill was
favorably reported by the house comMr. Jack Record's St. Rcrnard mittee on postoffices and postroads
dog accidentally picked up some pois- today, providing that 10 cents' worth
on last Saturday which nearly resultof postage stamps of any denominaed in her death. She had nearly re- tion may be used instead of a special
covered on Tuesday.
delivery stamp, providing the Words
"Special Delivery" be written upon
Frederic Whitney, accompanied by the letter.
I!. Williams of St. Louis, left Saturday for a visit to the Caliente ranch. A

Whit-IHVs-

fav- -

.

t

u

bal-ti!-

very

published bythetJiornpany

'

'In addition to the "Swastika"

at
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GranWn New íJextóéxcept resrya- tions vindicated on. the rnineral maps.

;

v .ü

Another dance is to be held in the
Aztec hall on Saturday night.

.1

áref-

bráble o the Prospector. Theser Reg- uiations,.aPRly, to all Mineral, Lands

'

i

-

t

Plans have been drawn for a four-rooNTr. I!. Williams of St. Louis
Elizabethtowfl
"Bachelor's Roost" to be erecti ed Saturday
and is looking over ed here very shortly. The building is
Cimarron with a view of locating to be 15x60 feet with a 7x30 foot
here.
porch on the east side. The building Special to Cimarrón News.
will be built of rough lo-- i to give it
At 2:30 o'clock last Tuesday aftet-uooMonday was a very
windy
and a "real old time bachelor effect."
there occurred at Elizabeth-towstormy day. Wind and sand came
an accident, the results of which
ra Duckworth went to Raton on will be long remembered by the
faster than cot'.ld be reasonably asked
for. The storm kept up till about Saturday.
of tbe town.. Some several
. '
1. .
.1..
'I'!..
i
is .is lony ;ts i was j
nn'.iiiiiil.
days
ago,
Luis Leonaid, leading
A very enjoyable dance, with about
Bp. I
couples from this vicini- Chihuahua merchant, let a contract to
twenty-fiv- e
held at the Aztec hall Satur- santiago Durau and t'lavio Valdel to
Ira Duckworth came to Cimarron ty, was
dig a well, ou his home place. The
day nilit.
TiKsd.iy and expects to remain here
men had beeu working about u week
most of the time until their build
The lilack Lakes saw mill has been aud everythiuff was ruijhiug smoothup is Completed.
tindery dug some extensive repairs ly. Tuesday noou they had what is
and will soon commence shipping commonly ta'.lod "a
After
S. W ilson
lniving his lots
lumber to Cimarron.
dinner both men descended into the
for a modern residence.
lie
to build ici'V soon.
Subscriptions are being taken for well, tbeu 30 feet deep, to ascertain
the cause of faifure to shoot. Leona new piano for the Sunday School.
ard himself followed tberu down but
d
Mr. John Leonard ami bride
n ( ini i. ron Monday nikht.
He
Mr. White, pUimncr, from Raton, was told by Valdez that he was iu the
is
to go out. Leonvtiucer on the St. I.., R. M. & arrived here yesterday (after a nice way and
P. ky
Mr. J. J Jack-oof Cimar- - walk f'om Vcrniijo because he misled ard obeyed, but as he s'artod üp the
a
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A large safe .in the office of the nerve. This latter fact is. very enit.
Santa l e railway at Silver City was couraging to his fiieuds. In caso ho
.í R it'
Mr, I
has !e ..i. d the blown open last Wednesday night should survive, the thought of his
laundry in tl'.' St. Jrone, ,,,t. and is but the burydart left before opening future vision is, at preseut, a dislion ready t' . rircii'. e work in that the safe and got only ?75. Three men couraging feature.-.- ' Turan wa a man
e
under arrest on suspicion.
Tine.
of about 45 years, a' good worker and
The Silver City papers arc devot- a man with many friends. Neither of
Ira Duckworth has Matted his b'ir-be- r
the victims Was married.
shop here while waiting for the ing a large space to the f'urro Mountain mining district. They make a
new building to be completed.
good showing for the mines. This is
A meeting of the stockholders of
Judy'e McFic, last Saturday. Jan. as it should be. If a district has good the Verruejo Ditch company will be
2r'th, handed down a decision in the resources it should be a matter of held at 2 o'clock, p. in., ou February
Chappeau-Jordacase involving the constant public news and
18, l'.K)7, at Maxwell City.
f
interest of Mrs. Amy C. Kelly in the Copper King mining claim
Mr. Reynolds and Mr. Winter, of
O. II. Websler Las returned" from
in this district.
The decision was
Vegas are Cimarron visitors.
Las
j Chicago.
rendered in favor of the plaintiff.
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you Have Property For Sale
can find you a Buyer if you
will list it with me.

you Own a Home, or other
Insurable Property I can Insure it
If

R A. Haimbaugli
Cimarron, New Mexico.

C. A. Whited

Improvements About
The Santa Fe Shops

Gold and Silversmith

The Finest and Best Goods at the Least Money They
Watch Inspectors for A.
Can be Sold For Anywhere.
T. & S. F. fiy., and S. L. R M. & P. Ry. .

Raton,

one hundred pounds of air
being available in any part of the
works.
Near the power house are two immense stand pipes.
One sixty-fou- r
feet high and twenty-fou- r
feet in diameter, the other fifty-fou- r
feet high
and thirty feet in diameter. Near
these tanks a large settling basin
built of cement has been made, thirty
feet in diameter and thirty-fiv- e
feet
in depth.
The waste water will flow
into this basin from which it will be
pumped into a large tank for the impurities to settle and will then be
forced to the smaller tank where it
will be ready for use again.
This
means a saving for the company of
many dollars spent for water.
stalled,

New Mexico

Frank A. Haimbaugh
Civil and Consulting Engineer

Cimarron, N. M.
Plans, Specifications, Surveys, EstimatesIn- spection, Superintendence, lor
Sewerage systems, Water works, Dams, Reservoirs, Canals

No More Cheap

Municipal Work

Landscape Work for Parks

Examination and Reports made of Coal,
eral and Timber Properties

The lobby Saloon
CHARETTE & BRACKET!",

Railroad Rates

Min-

Omaha, Jan. 29. The Union Pacific and Northwestern railroad hasve
refused to make special rates to the
government for the shipment of soldiers en route to the Philippines, to
ami from San Francisco. Yesterday
bids were opened at Omaha for the
tranpsortation of 600 men and 500
horses and a large amount of equipment from Forts Robinson and Russell to San Francisco.
Only the Union Pacific and Northwestern bid, and
both were for the regular full rates.
The railroad officials say the government will secure no more cheap fares.

I Gafe

Props.

Fine Wines, Liquors and Cigars.
Room In Connection

Billiard

Short Order Cafe Open Day and Night

Governor Entertains

J. R. Charette

&

Bro.

General Merchandise
OUR. MOTTO: "Live and Let Live"

SEASONABLE GOODS
Men's fine ribbed underwear, good warm Roods, the kind
usually Bold for 11.25 a suit, will go the rest of the season at

85c
MEN'S BOOTS
$6.00 grades in cowboys' and miners' boots, the best wearers
and good styles, we are selling for

$4.50
MEN'S OVERALLS
Best heavy drill, without bins, the 75c grade, we want you to wear 'em

50c per pair
Heavy drill bib overalls, mighty good value, worth $1.25 in any
market, we are selling them at

75 cents

FINE GROCERIES

CANNED GOODS

and the prices are lower
Our line of groceries if
than many towns farther east. In canned goods and fancy
groceries our line is unexcelled. Fresb ranch eggs, at low
Topeka Creamery Butter at 35c per pouud.
1 ric s.
Our warehouse is full of teed hay and grain, and the prices
are very 'ow.
--

Charette
J. R. Cimarron,

& Bro.

New Mexico

LITTRELL BROS.
Harness and Ssxddlery
Harness Sundries
The Best Line of Saddles in Colfax
We do not carry a cheap
County,
eastern make of saddles, but the celebrated Flynn Pueblo Sadies, which we

Sell at Pu3b!o Fries
We have in atock the best goods, and
our pi ices range from S3 5 to $60.00
We meet all mail order prices, quality of
goods considered, and save you freight

Littrell Bros.
CIMARRON. NEW MEX.

Governor Magerman last Thursday
evening entertained at dinner, the
members of his staff, at Santa Fe.
The affair was informal and was
marked by tempting courses and con
viviality.
The guests were: Attor
ney General W. C. Reid, Colonels J.
Leahy, Raton, H. H. Betts of Silver
City, R. F. Twitchell, of Las Vegas,
C. L. Ballard, of Roswell, Jose D,
Sena and James A. MaSsie, Dr. E.
McQueen Gray.
OUTPUT INCREASING.
That the Phelps-Dodg- e
coal mines
at Dawson, N. M., are becoming an
important source of fuel supply for
the southwestern states and territories was brought to light very forcibly during the recent coal famine,
when the only supply of fuel received
in Bisbee, Cananea, Clifton, Mnrenei
and other important centers came
from those mines, says the Bisbee
Review. Owing to this fact, the man
agement of the company has formulated plans for the extensive development of its properties, and the
plans are now being carried out.
The estimated output of the mines
is eighty thousand
for this month
tons of coal, as against an output of
fifty-fiv- e
thousand tons during the
same period last year. This big increase of production is due to the
extension of operations, and the
many improvements which have been
made in the facilities for handling

the product.
PRINTER, NAMED M'CAULY
WORKED TUCUMCARI EDITOR
One E. E. McCauly, a hobo printer, who blew into this office Monday
one week ago and who was employed
by our office foreman, worked until
Saturday night at 6 o'clock when he
was paid off and began a glorious old
booze which lasted
until Monday
morning, says the Tucumcari News.
During his pla at the whiskey glasses
he tried the various gambling games
and when his week's salary was exhausted he began drawing cheeks
on the Tucumcari
First National
bank and forging the name of the
Tucumcari Printing company by the
editor of the paper as its business
manager ami cashed half a dozen or
more cheeks in this manner, lie
A

played the boys a lively game until he
would go broke then he would prochecks.
ceed to make some more
The forgery was not discovered until
he was out of town Monday so be
made his temporary getaway, but if
he stays on earth he will never get
away as our oiticers and those who
have been bilked by hi'.n are not going to (uit. He got two other printers who arc eniploped in this office
into trouble by cashing chicks on
them also. One of them is iu jail now
for check work that in the opinion of
this paper was the villany of McCauly. McCaulp hails from Kooker.
Okla., and we are infoimed has a wife
there. Tucumcari Times.

Congress has passed a hill
a pension of $.;o per month to Smith
Tl. Sompson, formerly captain of the
First Xew Mexico volunteer infantry.
The

captain

has

ben

a

citizen

of

Taos county for half a century and
during that time has kept the American flag flying to the breeze above
the plaza at Taos.

By the public little is known of the
splendid improvements that are being
made by the Santa Fe in their shops
here. A new brick building forty by
ninety feet has been finished, this is
called the power house. It contains
three one hundred and fifty horse
power boilers and a complete heating
system which furnishes the boilers
with hot water thus enabling them to
produce their full working power.
A massive engine drives two seventy kilowatt generators that produce
electricity for welding, electric cranes,
lights and many other uses. The
large air compressors will be driven
by the generators and a thorough
compressed air system is being in- -

New Mexico Mines
Paso Paper Tells of

El

tfoe Resources

cf

the Sunshine
Territory
El Paso Herald: With the continued increase in the market price of
copper, many mines and prospects
that before lay idle now acquire solid
values.
With copper ruling so high
and likely to stay over 20 for a long
time to some, it pays to develop
properties tnat would not nave re
turned a profit with copper at the old
rates, u cents or thereabouts. If New
Mexico does not leap forward during this period of great mining activity and high prices it will be not
because she has not the pay ore, but
because her people are not alive to

the great opportunity presented.
New Mexico is among the very
richest mineral regions in the conn-try- .
In the old days it was famous
producer, but unfortunately some of
the pioneer miners were inclined to
take only what was handed to them
and to skate around the problem of
real mining.
They not only left
enormous values in the ground but
they gave New Mexico a blow to her
prestige that she has not yet wholly
recovered from.

Jhe mineral is there, plenty of it
Some of the prospects in New Mex
ico are so sensational in indicated
value that if they were situated any
where else they would cause a stain
pede.
But some organized effort
should
be made to intesest capital and get real miners to undertake
the development of the territory. Oi;e
big swindle will undo the constructive
work of a decade.
Big concerns are going into New
Mexico copper, and the
is that another five years will demonstrate New Mexico to belong by
rights to the famous copper belt of
Arizona. Sonora, with a production
dependent only on the skill and capital brought to the exploitation of the
natural resuorces.
MAXWELL

Attention Cimarron citizens! I have
a new Furniture stoie
aud am prepa.ed to sell cheaper than
auy one, wiil cell ou the

just opened up

Installment Pian
Also have plenty of mouev to Lnu ou
any good security, including furniture
carpets, etc. I will pay car fare to and
from liatón, to auy one buying

S50.00

VVonh

of

CITY.

Mrs. Valdez is

reported to be imHer sister fioiu Clayton is

proving.
with her ao.
i
Miss Biauche Howard has just re
turned from a visit to Trinidad.,
J. W.Bell of K:iton was here yesterday in the interests of Hobbs
Hardware Co.
Dr. Bl .ir the newly appoiuted Presiding Ehltr of the M. E. church,
preached an excellent serrnou to the
peoplo here Tuesday uight.
D. H. Sullivan is uioviug from thf
Whiht-tproperty today iuto the
house just vacated by John llevinga
I. Humphrey butchered and sent
to Raton today a wagou load of fat
calves for the markets.
Then are some inora Ian 1 buyer
here this week from the Eas;. They
are looking over the Sparrow and the
Miller tracts Bcross the river.
John Klynsma who returne i last
Thursday from a Denver hospital,
died Saturday
from tuberculosis.
Thus a good man has gone from us.
His wife and child have thesympathy
of all in their sad bereavement.
Mrs. Fuling moved to Crow Creek
Monday where her son has work in
the store. Mrs. F. F. Fating will
board until the close of her school
which will be March 1st.
J. D. Stevens is enjoying a viit
from a son and a daughter who live
in Colorado. They will spend a week
or two with their fathsr and and their
brother Billy Stevens oí Chico.
John Heriuga and family left yesterday for Ft. Collins, Col.
It was
with regrets that he left Maxwell for
for he had lived her fifteen years but
he made the move iu order to get bet
ter advantages for bis children than a
village can afford.

Goods, Including
Jewelry, Watchea, Diamonds, Silverware, Guns, Ammunition, Musical
Instruments of all kinds, Furntture
Carpets, Jiugs, Springs, Mattresses
Comforts, Bl mkets, Pillows Trunks,
Suit cases, Razors. Strops, Brushes
Xew and Unredeemed clothing

Will Pay Carfare One
Way to Any One

Purchasing $25.00
Worth of Goods
Raton Loan Office
MRS. S. REDAK, Prop.
ew Eoth Block

Raton, N. M.

St. James
Hotel
Cimarron, New

Mexico

Comfotrable
Heated
Rooms
Good Meals

$2.00 Per Day

Dixie

Have the Plans, Specifications
And SUPERINTENDENCE of your RESIDENCE,
BUSINESS BLOCKS, BUILDIMGS of all kinds
and BRIDGES, and your MAI'S, PLATS, BLUE
PRINTING and DRAFTING done by

Herbert P. Green,

Hack Service to
Depot

Leonard
liayward
AND

....Architect....
Raton. NewMexico

Office and Residence Phones
All Work Promptly Executed

Schroeder's Drug Store
Raton. New Mexico

jjj

MONEY TO LOAN

For anything you need in Drugs, Medicine or Toilet Aiti-ij- j
cles, etc. Our Stock is compute and our Prices are right

General Merchandise
Fine Wines, Liquors
and Cigars.

First St

E'town

hi
!i

;S

Special attention given to Optical WorK.
Always Given.

and

Satifsaetion
Spanish Spoken

Manager

Dr. Geo. C. Roberts

Remsberg Mercantile
Company
hqlesale Grocers
are prepared to sliíp i m m edfate y str a j'g ht
or mixed cars of anything in Groceries, FIcur,
Wc

1

Hay, Grain, Salt, Potatoes, Salt Meats, Lard.

Prompt and Special Attention
Always Given to our Orders

Raton,

New Mexico

C. T. EDWARDS
RESTAURANT
AND

BAKERY

Opposite Lambert Hotel
First Class Meals, 35c

BOARD BY THE WEEKS5.00

DRUGS
Send your orders for

Drugs, Patent
Medicines
Toilet Articles
Rubber Goods
Soaps and Perfumes, etc.
,

to the

Ralon Drug Co.
L. D.

Stowe, Mgr.

Phone 572
Cor. Second and Park

Special and Prompt
y Attention to Mail
Orders
and w:is much overjoyed.
She died
two years later. Several sisters live
at I.as Vegas and Mr. Martinez is
now visiting with them.
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A PROSPEROUS TOWN, THE GATEWAY TO THE LAND OF OPPORTUNITY

p

P4

Colfax County, New Mexico, Í3 an old town
lease on life since the coming of the
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railroad. It lies at
the edge of the timbered foothills on the southern slope of the
Rocky Mountains and is protected from storms and blizzards by a
spur of that Range. It is most ideally and strategically located at
the entrance to the last great pass through the Rocky Mountains and as if in confirmation of the old saying that "the last is
always best? the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific Railway
Company in acquiring this pass have secured the best and shortest
line of all to the Pacific coast. And the Railroad has shown its
appreciation of the advantages and possibilities of Cimarron and
its confidence in the future of the place by selecting it for its
General Headquarters and for the location of its shops, and they
have been wise, for Cimarron is the center of a region which has
every resource one could ask. To the west are extensive deposits
of gold, copper and iron ore, which with the facilities for shipping
now afforded by the railroad will bring good returns even when
shipped to distant smelters and rich returns when smelters are
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CIMARRON,taken a new

Supply of Cimarron and vicinity is unlimited and
the quality for all uses is unsurpassed by any locali- tv in the world. Following is an analysis of water
from Cimarron by R. W. Hunt & Company:
HOLl D3

Calcium Carbonate
Calcium Sulphite
Calcium Chloride
Magnesium Carbonata
Magnesium Swlphate
Magnesium Chloride

-

-

-

-

-

'

-

Su8Peded Matter
Total

c$fffR'

.
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-

make a Very Good water for
Boiler use. Kindly note the onus- ually emally small amount of" total
olids.
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While it has only been a little over a month since regular
trains began running into Cimarron, business is such that the road
has proven very profitable, and already the town has been
work has been commenced on the grading of the streets, a
newspaper has been started, a temporary water system supplying
very excellent water both for drinking purposes and for use in
boilers, as shown by the accompanying analysis by R. W. Hunt &
Co., has been installed. The capacity of this system is sufficient to
supply the needs of the town for a year by which time a new and
permanent system, conveying water, through wooden stave pipes,
from reservoirs in the mountains, will be in operation. Commodious and convenient stock yards have been completed and arejn
use. A freight depot has been erected.
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boasts of a climate unequaled elsewhere in
America. The summers are never too hot and the win
ters while crisp and cold at times are full of sunshine. The
streets of Cimarron slope gently to the East and there is a slightly
more pronounced fall to the South on the avenues so that excellent drainage is assured.
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May 3lBt, 1900.

built at Cimarron
To the North and West, from five to fifty miles, are pine
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The Railroad shops are almost completed.

has been started and is supplying the daily increasing demand for
building material.' A construction company capable of putting up

forests with producing mills.
And the largest and finest coal fields in the southwest. The
latter have been developed to the extent that mines and coke ovens
are producing coal and coke by the train load.
Cimarron lies midway between the mineral and the coke,
miles or less for each.
with a down hill haul of twenty-fiv- e
To the East and South of Cimarron are hundreds of thousands of acres of rich alluvial lands that only need the application
of the water or the skill of the dry farmer to make of them one
vast garden spot. The soil is a deep sandy loam, with a clay subsoil, and needs no fertilizing other than that furnished by the
water from the mountain stream. Pomacious fruits grown on these

houses, store buildings and other structures on short notice has
been organized for the accomodation of parties who want buildings quick.

An Improvement Company will build houses for those who
with to purchase on deferred payments.

A number of houses have beeen erected and more are
under way but these are snapped up as fast as they can be finished; the demand for houses, already far in excess of the supply is increasing daily and there is an excellent opportunity
for investment in building houses to rent or sell.
Daily trains carry passengers, freight and express and
will carry the mail in a short time. The railroad runs through
the middle of the town and saloons are restricted to the south

same lands took the First Prize at the World's Columbian Exposition at Chicago.
In the Taos Valley, forty miles west, on similar land so irrigated, the Pueblo Indians have raised good crops of wheat year
in and year out without rotation of crops and without the use of
any fertilizer other than the water, for over 300 years, and this
same wheat was pronounced the best in quality, of any exhibited
at the World's Fair in St. Louis.
To the west of Cimarron the mountains rise to an altitude
of from 9,000 to 14,000 feet and from these mountains flow never
failing streams of pure water, at once sugestive of cheap power

side of the track.

The St. Louis, Rocky mountain if Pacific intersects
three important railway systems which are ten, thirty and
seventy miles from Cimarron, thus affords ample and comprehensive transportation facilities.
Duilding material and fuel are abundant and cheap.
There is clay for brick, and limestone for lime. An unlimited
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supply of building stone is easily quarried along the line of the
rail road within a few miles of the town. There are tracts of
pine timber as yet untouched which excell any others in the
Southwest. Hundreds of thousands of cattle range on every
side. Hunting and fishing in the hills and streams nearby is
good. The scenery in the mountains is magnificent and the
country offers every attraction to the lover of outdoor life.

'

and of irrigation.
Cimarron lies midway between the sources of these streams
and these rich lands so well adapted to the culture of the sugar
beet, fruit, alfalfa and grain. It is a beautiful and healthful country to live in and the outlook is doubly attractive to both capital
and labor because development has only just begun.
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News
Santa Fe, Raton

&

Moines People to
Have an Inning

at

Oklahoma City

build a line from this city to get the
money.
The Oklahoma City & Pueblo project has now withdrawn from the
field because of inability to secure
funds to contsruct the hive. The Ensign people when here some time ago
wanted to build a line from this city
to Woodward to connect with their
line to be built from Raton, X. M.,
to Woodward and on to Eriglewood,
Kans. It was thought at that time
that the Oklahoma City & Pueblo
project would come out successfully
and being a home company was given
the preference. Xow the proposition
of Mr. Ensign will be taken up again.
A letter today from Mr. George T.
Peart, vice president and general
manager of the Santa Fe, Raton &
Oes Moines road, states that Mr. Ensign will be in Oklahoma iCity within
the next few days and
Rewith the chamber of commerce.
cently the Canadian River railroad
company filed a mortgage of $5,000,-00- 0
in Canadian county. This had to
do directly with the line to the northwest herein spoken of, and is a part
of the same company.
j

Rail-Roa- d

De

Dry Farming

river at the town of Cimarron, in said
county until ten o'clock a. m., Monday, March 4, 1907.
All bids must be accompanied by
certified checks on some national
bank in this county for 10 per cent of
bid.

Convention
Denver

,

Plans and specifications may be
Will C. Barnes
seen at the office of the county clerk
of said county. The board reserves Corespondence to the Las Vegas
the right to reject any or all bids.
Optic:
E. G. TWITIY,
Denver, Thursday, Jan. 24. From
County Clerk.
cattle raising to dry farming isn't
Raton, N. M., Jan. 21, 1907.
such a very long jump in these days.
No sooner does the stock associa
tion adjourn than in steps the dry
farmer with his little gathering.
Nor is it a little gathering by any

i CIMARRON MERCANTILE
The Big General Merchandise Store
,

Is Anticipated

will-conf- er

Sealed Proposals

means.

The hall was packed to suffocation.
Every seat was taken and hundreds
stood up for three long hours today
to hear the speakers.
Prof. E. C. Chilcott, the expert in
charge of the United States work in
the arid district, was the main speaker and an extremely interesting one
he proved to be.
I don't think many of us realized
the true meaning of this dry farming
business as we did after he was fin-

It was a revelation to us all and
any one doubts that the dry farming theory is an idle dream of some
enthusiast, that it is but a passing fad
:o be soon dropped, he had best rid
Vlmsclf of the notion at once.
Professor Chilcott showed us that
what they had designated as the
'great plains district" which lay be
tween the 98th and 104th parallels and
the Canada line and Texas, a region
once know as the, Great American
desert, had a proven annual average
rainfall of 18 inches, 14 of which fell
in what is known as the "growing
nonths."
lie told us of the success of the sta
tions in this district in raising crops
without irrigation, of their many ex
periments as to which ot the grains
would best grow under the conwtions
md how they were further experi
menting and investigating.
It was a deeply interested crowd
:hat listened all day long. Note books
and pencils were seen on every hand.
They came to learn, did these dry
armers. They were eager to find out
verything they could and the way
hey plied Prof Chilcott with ques
tions was a caution.
The meeting is a most unqualified
success and if the next session can be
brought to New 'Mexico, as we will
endeavor to do, it will be a grand
thing for us all.
New Mexico has a good active del
egation here in attendance.
Such horny handed sons of toil as
John H. Kicks, for instance, who was
yesterday sporting around with the
cow men, is right up in front today
cheek by jowl, with some granger
from western Kansas.
A. A. Jones of Las Vegas is anoth
er ambitious granger anxious to. get
some hayseed in his hair.
Mr. Jefferson Raynolds thinks he
wants to be a farmer and with the
farmers stand, so he's here with the
rest.
J. L. Zimmerman of Santa Fe, he
too is here and everybody knows
"Zim" is a dry farmer from way

CIMARRON
Improvement Comp'y
Will Build a House to Suit and Sell it toYou on
Monthly Payments amounting to 2 per cent of first
cost with interest on what you owe at the rate of

10

PER CENT PER ANNUM

WMY PAY

RENT?

Cimarron
Improvement Com'y
Cimarron, New Mexico
4

F. W. BROOKS, Mgr. J

We Solicit Your Trade

-

First National Bank
Raton, New Mexico

Capital Paid Up

$100.000

Surplus and Profits (Earner!)

IG0.000

Deposits

.....$800.000

Oldest and Largest Bank in Northern Xew Mexice.
Safety Dhposis Boxss in Connection,
Depositary for the A, T. & S. F. Ky., St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Pacific Ry., and Coal Companies, Territory
of New Mexico, and County of Colfax.
Accounts from Merchants, Corperat ions, Individuals, and
Ranchmen received on favorable terms. Interest paid
on time peposits. If any change is contemplated in
present banking arrangements please correspond with us.

C. N. BLACKWELL.

Cashier

(m-

Wholesale Hardw're
t
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t
t

Hay and Grain

if

t

For Further Information Address The

I

Hardware
Furniture
Groceries
Queensware

ished.

Xe-vad- a,

I

t

Dry Goods
Clothing
J

Peaceful Solution

Oklahoma City, Jan. 2'). Now that
the project of the Oklahoma City &
Chicago, Jan. 28. Conferences bePueblo railroad, of which W. C.
tween the general managers of the
liurke of this city was the principal
railroads west, northwest and southpromoter, has been abandoned, the
west of Chicago, and representatives
proposition of building a line from
of the conductors' and trainmen's
this city to Woodward, considered by
organizations, regarding the demands
II. A. Ensign, president of the Santa
of the latter, commenced today with a
Fe,' Raton & Des Moines, X. M., and
preliminary meeting.
party during a recent visit to this city,
The men are asking an eight-hou- r
Some time ago the
will be
day and all increase of wages from
chamber of comnwrce made a stand10 to is per cent.
A peaceful soluing offer to raise $20,000 bonus
tion is expected.
money for the first line built from
this city to the northwest. There
M. K. Long, who patented the
competitors in the
were several
mining property up Bitter creek
field, but the
promoters differed
The board of county commission- a few years ago, is at Wonder,
iome in the method of gaining the ers of Colfax county, Xew Mexico,
and writes to Geo. H. Brown
right of way. It was to he an open wil receive sealed biJs for the con- that if he had the Edison mining
race, and the first successful in putstruction of a reinforced concrete
in Xevada he could sell it
ting up a substantial guarantee to arched bridge across the Cimarron for a billion dollars.

GO.

Builders supplies. Tin Roofing, Galvanized Structural
Iron Work, Nails, Bar Iron
and Steel, Paints and Oils,
Cook Stoves and Ranges,
Horse Shoes, Corrugated
Roofing and Complete Line
of Tin and Granite Ware

I
é

I

t

SPORTING GOODS

back.
C. E. Hartley of Springer is also
helping boost for New Mexico and
incidentally learri what a dry farm
is, so if he met one in the road he d
know it without an introduction.

Co.
HobbsRaton,
Hardw're
New Mexico

Scotty's Mine Found
San Bernardino

t

dispatch says:

fhe mysterious gold
acott, the Death

Cimarron

LIMB E

CO.

Wholesale and Retail
Lumber and Building
Material of Every Description and Buildv?
ers' Hardware

which hundreds of miners searched
n vain, has been located. This was
possible only when "Scotty," through
his partner, A. M. Johnson, filed a
ocalion notice recently, although he
las woiked the mine for two years
ind a half.
The mine is a placer property, in
in isolated district, and its location
hows the shrewdness
of "Scotty."
ir while he had claims on the east
side of Death valley, in the Funeral
auge of mountains, his real source
f wealth was on the west side, in the
I'an.imiiit range. The "Sheephead"'
for that is the name of the mine
has been carefully located, not merely by the usual signs of the desert
piospector, but by careful surveys,
which name its exact location by de
grees and minutes.

Fazes

nt

CIMARRON
LUMBER Co.
CIMARRON,

N. M.

mine of Walter
valley miner, for

Clevt btul, O., Jan. 28. Twenty- the iiisand people of this city are
now riding for
fare on street
ailuay lines which run through territory in which thep live.
This condition of a f í.:i s is giner-a'il- p
believed to he simply the beginning of the end, in the great battle
for .veent fare which has been waged
by Mi'yor Tom L. Johnson for the
p ast six years, during which time he
has thrice been elected mayor on a
of
fare.
pldtiu

THE ANTLERS SALOON
John Livingston, Proprietor
NKAK ROCKY

MOUNTAIN

DEPOT j

Fine Liquors and Cigars
Cimarron,

í

New Mexico

Liíí reílL Livingston
HEAT b'fiRKET...
Fresh and salt meats and supplies.
Prices the lowest in the couirty.
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Fanting and crouching, Winterslea
grorxd his way among them.
"Come," he said.
They followed him In silence, unloosing their bolsters and grimly ready. A
pair of handcuffs clinked In Hatch's
jumper. They Inhaled the deep breath
of tried and resolute men. Inured to
danger and accustomed to give and reBy LLOYD OSBOURNE
ceive an unflinching loyalty.
Copyright bv Iht S. S. McClurt Co.
"There!" said Winterslea.
The path opened out on a little clearing among the trees and showed them,
ltt, ir it naa neen any one Dut set on high, the outlines of a native
y
L
him!" exclaimed
Captain house. Like all Tahitian houses. It
Hadow.
was on the model of a birdcage, and
"It's horrible to call him the oval wall of bamboo, set side by
a deserter," said Francis.
side, let through vertical streaks of
"Don't let's do it," said the captain.
light from the lamp or fire within. As
"We have to say something, sir," re- the whole party drew nearer they heard
plied the first lieutenant helplessly,
deep below them on the other side the
"One can always lie, I suppose," said pleasant sound of falling water and
Hadow.
realized that the cliff they were mount"There's nothing I wouldn't do
ing overlooked a little river at its foot
for Jack. Garrard," said Mr. Fran- ' Here la" exquisite seclusion Jack Gar
cis.
rard bad chosen the" spot for bis moral
i'Why not say he was kidnaped here suicide.
'
"We
hill
Hadow.
tribe V said
bj the
Creeping up to the bouse and looking
aren't certain sure he wasn't, and no through the cracks of the bamboos, hi
ode can deny but what he might have comrades saw him sitting within dress
been."
efl like a native in tapa cloth, with bar
'But the admiral would be bound to chest and flowers lu his tawny hair. Ha
Ityjulre Into it," said Mr. Francis. was sitting In a hammock, and with
Vina-- head aealnstJils knee., a beautlful
"Sooner or later he'd send ship.'
Trust Jack, to do btit;
Into lift face, on!
wa losing
When she fcéte here.''- Wf iijaoyvifffind tockfcLH
N An qpt land o
whóle"í
"Resides? Wh be sick T. the
pretty women hé "was 'he "ímé1 that
tljjng and only too giaa to step aDoara." outshone them all. Tehea. the sister of.
í'But won't we .JsekasktMsbwe .fciilhVíJtof'.wboéb
favor ever
fildn't rescue mm?" astea ! ranas.
man on board bad sought In vain. And
rXois-- l hatM"rted.U.e.p
kh44 Sheira, with her do hair loo
norfntnlv a nnaA fnl atretehlnir a ened and ber eyes swimming with love.
i r"
point, sir," said Mi. Francis.'
looking tip' at the lad who 'had given
1to& log," said the oaptahv Lóame awl honor to win ber heart, The
iPKntec-lspeaking very slowly and thoughtfully,
pair were hardly more tnan cunaren,
"that passed Midshipman John de, and, Brady,
sentimentalist of forty,
VÍgne Garrard, falling tojrepórt hírn-with' red hair, sighed as be peeped,
elf at the expiration, of bis leave, was through the eaves and. thought of hlsj
,i
afterward discovered to have been kidown dear girl at borne.
naped by the hill tribes of Borabora
Garrard laid down the pipe he had
Island. On my threatening to land a been smoking and In happy uncon-- .
party to recover him I was dissuaded eclousness of any audience but the wo
King George, who cleared himself man at bis feet began to sing. HUI
any personal responsibility In the voice bad always been bis greatest
matter and who promised,! If only I charm and the mean of gaining bint
would give him time, , to recover the the friendship of men- much older than
man without bloodshed or any cost to himself. It had won Hadow. It bad
his majesty's government. The king won Francis.
urged that the use of force would ImJack lay back In the hammock and
peril the officer's life, which otherwise with wonderful tenderness and feeling
he had every confidence would be sang "Flow Gently, Sweet Afton," respared."
peating the last verse several times
"Very good, sir," said Mr. Francis.
over. It was plain that something In
""You'll give old George a flaming
It some phrase or line had deeply
character," added Hadow.
moved bim, for he suddenly bent over
"Very good, sir," said Mr. Francis.
and laid his face In his bands, shaking
"Pile It on about his reverence for the with a strange emotion. Tehea arose
queen and the way he gave beef to the and, throwing her arms round his neck
chip," said Hadow.
and forcing away his hands, pressed
"And what then, sir?" Inquired Mr. her lips to his wet eyes. Even as she
did so Brady gave the signal for the
Francis.
"Well, you know," said nadow, "my whole party to move round to the door.
He entered first, the others close beorders here leave me a pretty wide
hind him. Jack leaped to his feet,
latitude. You can't tie down a surveying ship In wild waters the way you white and speechless, his wide open
can a simple patrol. By George, sir, eyes those of an animal at bay. Brady,
Hotham,
I'll lay the ship back here In nine Winterslea, Stnnbury-Jones- ,
months and retake Master Johnny Gar- Hatch, the familiar faces haunted him
like the sight of ghosts. Friends no
rard."
"You may count. Captain nadow, on longer, they were uow avengers with
our most loyal and hearty support," the right to track him dowu and kill
him.
said Mr. Francis.
"Jack!" cried Brady In a stifled voice.
"Thank you," said the captain, "and
The lad took a step back. The girl
you will pass the word along that the
moaned and tried to rim between
subject is not one to be discussed."
The old
Hatch and Stanbury-Jones- .
"Quite so, sir," said the first lieutenseaman caught and shook her like a
ant.
dog, tearing away the whistle she put
"Not a word!" exclaimed the captain.
"Though you might coach the. king a to her lips and dashing it to the floor.
bit about the hill tribes; but, of course,' Jack put up his hand and snatched a
not a whisper that we're ever coming pistol hidden in the thatch of the roof.
Brady on the instant leveled his own
back."
and thundered out:
"No, sir," said Mr. Francis.
"Drop It, or I'll shoot!"
"This must go no farther than you
"Shoot and be hanged!" returned
and me,", said Hadow.
"It shall not, sir," returned the first Jack, and with that he turned his pislieutenant.
tol on himself, and, placing the muzzle
"We shall sail tonight at the turn of against his forehead, pulled the trigger.
" It missed fire.
the tide," said the captain."
"Very good, sir," Baid Mr. Francis.
Before ho could try again Brady had
caught him arouud the neck, while
It was not nine months It was fifteen and some days to spare before
the Dauntless again raised the peak of
Borabora and backed her ninlnyard off
the settlement.
,
It was morning when Hadow raised
the Island, a tleeey speck of cloud
against the sky line, and he shortened
sail at once and lingered out the day,
Q as to bring him up to It by dark.
After supper every light on hoard was
doused and the great hull, gliding
through the glass smooth water, merged her steep sides and towering yards
and canvas into the universal shadow.
By 10 the ship was hove to close
ashore, and Uie lights of the little settlement glimmered through the palms.
The warm night, laden with exotic
fragrance and strangely exciting In
the intensity of Its stillness and beau
ty, hid beneath Its far reaching pall
the various actors of an extraordinary
drama. With pistols buckled to their'
O
hips, Brady, Winterslea, Ilothaiu- and
of
the
$tanbury Jones, four officers
ship, together with Hatch, a flinty
..rr- faced old seaman who could be trustthe hammuik and Ming.
tiavk
Jncli
in
luu
ed, all slipped down the ladder into the
,
captain's gig and pulled with muffled Hatch, resigning the girl to Stanbury-Jonesin and snapped the handran
PickIn
reef.
break
the
for
the
or8
ing their way through the pass with cuffs on his wrists.
"Jack," cried Brady, "we aren't gothe surf on either hand roaring in their
ears, they slowly penetrated the lagoon ing to hurt you. We've rescued you
and headed for the king's house. The from the hill tribes. Man, you're
shelving beach brought them to a Rtop. saved!"
"You never was no deserter," said
and, all jumping out to lighten the
'
Hatch.
boat, they drew ber over the shingle
up, old fellow,"
us
you
back
s
"Mind
a
to
painter
fast
and made her
said Winterslea.
tree. Tlieu, acting In accordance with a preconcerted plan, Win-- . , VGlvo PS- your fiu, ,boy," said íHo:
.
terslea was sent forward to track down tham.
It. was some time before Jack could
their prey, while the rest huddled to- '
r
pull himself together. When at last he
gether to await his return.
did so and began 'to appreciate the genTen minutes, twenty minutes, passed
id palpitating suspense. A girl drew by erosity of his captain and shipmates
wreathed In flowers. She looked out and tbir astounding concern to save
him from the penalty of his crime, he
to sea, then up at the stars and shrank
From the underwent one of those reactions when
again Into the shadow.
neighboring houses there came the despair gives way to the maddest
gayety. He swore at Hatch and made
sound of mellow voices and of laughter. A pig rooted and rustled among him take off the Irons. lie got out a
a. heap of cocoanut shells. Half an bottle of white rum and forced them
hour passed, and from far across the all to drink bis health. He kept them
water, as faint and silvery as some el- In a roar with the story of his adventures and laughed and cried In turn as
fin signal, the ship sent her message
he described bis life ashore.
of the time six bells.

Forty Years
Between
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How often had he thought of her during all these years, the years that had
left him gray and old, the years that
had carried him unscathed through so
many dangers In every quarter of the
world. For him she was still In her
adorable girlhood, untouched bj time,
'a radiant princess in her radiant Isle,
waiting by the shore for his return. It
shocked him to remember she was not
far short of sixty a fat old woman,
perhaps, married to some strapping
chief and more than likely with grown
ohihlren of her own. How Incredible It
seemed I
Dawn was breaking as he slowed
down to leeward of the island and
watched the shadows melt away. It
was Sunday, a day of heavenly calm,
fresh yet windless, with a sea so
smooth that the barrier reefs for once
were silent, and one could bear from
Winterslea.
across the hushed and shining water
Jack looked about hlni helplessly.
"I suppose I've no right to ask such the coo of pigeons In the forest. Under
a thing." he said. "I know how good bare steerage way, with the leadsman
you've been to me already and all that, droning in the forechalns, the ship
but but, gentlemen, she's- - my wife. I hugged the shore and .'steamed at a
love her. I shall never see her again. snail's pace round the Island.
May I not entreat a single minute for
With every mile the bays and wooded, promontories grew Increasingly famyself?" .
,
miliar as Sir John was borne toward
,"No," said Brady
Jack went over to Tehea and took .Llhu'a. the scene of his boWsh folly.'
her hand. He put' hid arms' about heV ' He looked áshore In wonder, Surprised"
and unashamed bef orethom all pressed atthé vividness and exactness of bis
.
i
s v
her comely head
He recollection..
tried' to explain the inexorable fate- - H was like a home coming .to sqe all
be was so powerless: to.. resist, la these familiar scenes spreading out, be;,
incoherent whispers be; told, her be,: fore Mm. He looked at bis hands, hie
veined, wrinkled hands, and it
would break; his chalnsjind return to
ber free in the yeays to com,e to devote.' Came'overhlm, with a sort Í' surprise,'"
bis life to'tj-- e woman Iré loved.'He; thaf he watan old man.
thé deaíes't naajptf and be- - ' ."That was forty years ftgo,'' he sahl
called
'
ffed ber not to forget htm, but she, with b hllaself.' rt'Forty years ago!'!
a perception greater than bis "own,- - h As. Wliua .opened out and. he
away these despairing protesta.; cejved with PR Inexpressibly pang the
of thatched houses set deep'Jn the shade
tions with disdain.
CPalm nd breadfruit trees he felt
one king, the tete 'of' another, could
she not .meet force, by force7 These himself In the throes of a Strange "and
ncrce intruders, witn tneir rough voices
luuevimuu. n ij
"v u
and drawn pistols, who were theyto down the bridge, be lit .a cigar and
threaten a princess of the royal blood threw It away, again, ha
as
Stlllwell
Commander
and carry away ber lover before her
eyes? If they were strong she was though to give an order, and then, still
stronger, and what ship cannon, she In doubt, turned shamefacedly on bis
asked, however murderous or far rang- - heel.
lng, could penetrate those mountain re- - f "Bt 019 áP- nlner came the hoarse
cesses whither she would carry htan be- - murmur or me leausman.
it iay witn mm to stop me snip or
Ah, she said, It
fore the morning?
was for him to choose between her not a word and she would come shivand them; between Britain and the ering to a standstill; a word and the
Island; between love and the service of boatswain would pipe away his gig
and the crew would be running to
the white queen beyond the seas.
their places. His heart ached with the
"I have chosen," he said.
Her eyes flashed as she freed herself deslre t0 land- - Dut something-- he knew
not what withheld the order on his
tmm lila nrma
"I am hateful In my own sight for lips.
Did he not owe it to her to keep the
having loved you," she said.
"Will you not even wish me well. Promise of forty years, a promise
en n,the ?u h ? yu,h a"d ll0',e 8ml
he asked.
"No!" she cried. "1 hope you will sealed with scalding tears?
Ills resolution was taken. He ordie!"
dered Commander Stlllwell to stop the
He turned away.
ship and lower a boat.
"Slatl!" she cried after him.
"I am going to treat myself to a run
Ho came back to her, downcast and
ashore," he said by way of explanation.
silent.
vessel slowly stopped. The cov"Itemember," she said in an agony ersThe
were whipped off the gig. She was
of sweet relenting, "that wherever hoisted out and lowered, the crew dropthou goest, however many the years ping down the ladder Into their places
that may divide us, however wide the at the
of the whistle.
waters or the land, I shall be hero
He was lauded at a little cove where
waiting for thee, here in this house of In bygone days he had often whiled
our happiness, and if I die before thou away an hour waiting in charge of
contest here thou wilt lind my grave."
Iladow's boat. It gave him a singular
"Tehea," he said, "as God sees me. sensation to feel the keel grate against
Borne day I shall return!"
the shingle and to say to himself that
She took his hands nnd looked up this was Lilma! lie drew a deep
Into his face with such poignant longbreath ih he looked about and noticed
ing and tenderness that Jack's comhow unchanged It all was.
rades, already uncomfortable enough,
It came over him with n start that
were quite overborne by the scene. the village
ws empty.. Then lie re- Tough old Hatch snutlled audibly, and niembereil It was Sunday, and they
Brady could hardly speak.
were all at church. Thank (!od, there
"Come, come, lad," he cried huskily, wns none to watch him! No prying.
'
"you mustn't keep us longer!"
curious eyes to disturb his thoughts.
Jack unclasped the girl's hands and But they would soon be out again, and
away
by
his It behooved him to make the best use
suffered himself to he led
A few minutes later they ' of
comrades.
his solitude while he might.
lie
clambered up the ladder, the boat was struck Inland, his heart beating with a
hoisted In and the boatswain's whistle curious expectancy.
At every sound
was rousing the watch on deck.
he held his breath, and he would turn
"Mainsail haul!"
quickly and look back with a haunting
By morning the Island had sunk be- - SOI)Sp tmt Tpllt! was nenr ,,,,. ,i,at
hind them, and. standing on the dizzy perhaps she was gazing at him through
main royal yard, with one arm round the trees. He approached his old home
the mast. Jack could make out nothing through overgrown plantations.
It
but a little cloud ou the horizon.
awed him to part the branches and to
feel himself drawing near at every step
At sixty John Garrard was a post to the only house he had ever called his
captain, knight commander of the bath, own. As he heard the splashing waterand within a year of receiving Hag fall he stopped, not daring for the morank and the command of n fleet. Uls ment to go on. When at last he did so
career had been more than distinguish- and mounted the little hill he found no
ed, nnd he had won his way to the house at nil.
Nothing but ferns and
front as much by Ills line personal weeds, man high. He moved about
good
qualities as by bis invariable
here and there, up to the armpits in
judgment nnd high professional at- verdure. In consternation at discovertainments. Ho had earned the char- ing it gone.
acter of a man who could be trusted
His foot struck against a bowlder,
In situations Involving tact, temper and lie had forgotten that there were rocks
diplomatic skill, and uo captain In the on the hill, lie moved along and his
navy was more confidently ordered ro ti .t struck again.
He pressed the
those scenes of International tension, v,e i!s back anil looked down.
which In spite of statesmen so often
lie saw a tomb of crumbling cement,
arise In some distant place to menace green with age and buried out of sight
the peace of the world.
under the tangle.
He had never married, and when ralIt had never occurred to bim before
lied on the subject wns wont to say, tliiit Tehea might, be dead.
with a laugh, that the sea was his only
lie held back the undergrowth again
mistress. No one had ever ventured to nn,i peered into the depths. Yes, It was
question him much further, though tils the grave of a chief or a woman of
friends were often piqued, especially rank. lie laid both hands on the thick
the women, as to an Implied romance
stem of a shrub nnd tore it out of the
In the captain's earlier life. It was ground. He seized another and drag
It
gi'il It out with the same ferocity.
known ho supported two old maid sis
ters, the Misses Hadow, the Impoverwas Intolerable that she should suffocate under all this warm, wet Jungle
ished daughters of his first commander,
but In view of his considerable private that Intruded itself, like a horrible
fortune this drain ou his resources canaille, where there was none to
seemed scarcely the reason of his redrive It back. He would give her air
nunciation.
and sunshine, she that had hived them
He would uncover the poor
Ho was In command of the Inflexible
battleship, one of the Australian stones that marked her last resting
squadron, when she developed some de- place. He would lay bare the earth
fects In her hydraulic turning gear and that wrapped her dead beauty.
He worked with desperation until his
was ordered home to England by Admiral Lord George Howard for over- hands were bleeding, until his eyes
haul. The captain's heart beat a little were stung and blinded with steaming
faster as he realized his course would sweat. Plzzy with the heat, parched
take him south of the Societies. He with thirst nnd sick with the steam
spread out the chart on his cabin table that rose from- the damp ground, he
and sighed as he laid his finger on Bo- wns forced ngnln.nnd again to desist
rabora. He shut his eyes ami saw the and rest. He cut his waistcoat Into
basaltic cliffs, the white and foaming Rllps and hound them round his bloody
hnnds. He broke the blades of his penreefs, the green, still forests of that
Island. He was a boy once knife on recalcitrant roots that defied
more, with flowers In his hair, wander- the strength of his arms. He labored
with fury to complete the task he bad
ing beneath the palms with Tebea

ST. LOUS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN & PACIFIC

"What does she want?" demanded
Brady, as Tehea Insistently repeated
some words in native language.
"She says," said Jack, calmly picking up the whistle from the floor and
touching It to his lips, "she says I've
only to blow this and you will all be
dead in five minutes!"
A hush fell upon the company.
Jack, with an oath, flung the whistle
from him.
"Gentlemen," he said, "I am grateful.
d grateful. If I live I shall
I am d
try to repay each one of you. I shall
try to be a better man. I shall try to
be worthy of your kindness." He went
around and shook hands solemnly with
every one of them."
d grateful!" be repeated.
"D
"Let's be off," said Brady.
"Now, lad, your word of honor," said
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R. C;xarlitíóre,; Agent
as much as he tries to- make others think he knows.
They say that President- - Roosevelt
has changed the national bird from art
eagle to a stork. The president, they
say, argues that the eagle merely
screams, whereas the stork delivers
the goods.
If you would increase your happiness and prolong your life, forget
your neighbor's faults. Forget all the
slander you have heard. Forget the,
fault finding and give little thought
walked swiftly lest they might come to the cause which provoked it. Forflocking out before he could reach bis get
the peculiarities of your friends
boat to torture him with recognition,
with the questions they would ask, with and only remember the good points
which make you proud of them. Forget all personal quarrels or histories
you may have heard by accident, and
which if repeated would seem one
thousand times worse than they are.
Obliterate everything terrible from,
your yesterday; start out with a clean
sheet today and write upon it for
sweet memory's sake only those
things which arc lovely and loveable.
Thus you will make life worth living.

set before him. Here he stood within
four walls of vegetation, the sky above
him, the cracked' and rotted tomb below, satisfied at last by the accomplishment of his dnty.
He called her aloud by name. He
bent down and kissed ber mossy bed.
He whispered with a strange conviction that she could bear him, that he
bad kept bis promise to return.
Then, rising to his feet, he turned toward the sea and retraced his steps.
The people were still In church, and the
Tillage wag deserted as before. He
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He had Aipt his prumtuc to return,
their story of Tchen's death. Then ho
laughed at his own fears, remembering
his white hair and the Intervening generation. Time had passed over Borabora too. The world, he remembered,
was older by' forty years. Ulder and
sadder and emptier.

He swung himself up the ladder,
mounted the bridge nnd put the vessel
ou her course. The telegraph rung, the
engineers repeated back the signal, und
the grout battleship, vibrating with her
mighty engines, resumed once more
her ponderous way.

" Things Wise and Otherwise
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ht

Must i'f the till s;ms have
their ti'eth.
,
The man u!n lives up t" hi- - ideals
remains pour.
M.mey talk, and it usually k'Is the
be-- t
of an argument.
Helter swallow your indignation
when you thirst for revenge
I'aee powder has put more men
down and out than gunpowder.
No man will criticise your singing
as long as you sing his praise.
There are quarrels ami quarrels, but
family (narréis are the worst.
Xo woman with a diamond necklace is afraid of gelling a sore throat.
Lack of push and self confidence
keeps many a man's nose to the grind
stone.
Many a man's wife dresses styli-hl- y
it.
because his creditors can affo-A woman's love for dress and dressing is apt to keep her husband guessing'.
After you do a man a favor lie is
apt to be afflicted with a partial loss
of memory.
to
When the good man begin
swear the bad man should he un hand
to get pointers.
Some people spend half their time
seeking advice and the other half in
dodging the consequences thereof.
What a lot of wise men there would
be in the world if every man knew
d

"I'ob"' McMamis, alleged to be the
notorious Black Jack band of outlaws and train robbers,
and well
know in Trinidad and vicinity is again
in the toils on the charge' uf horse,
stealing, having, it is alleged, been
caught will the goods.
iMcManus was tried in the federal
court at I. as Vegas about a year ago
on the charge of robbing the post-ofiiat Smithville, X. M., at which
time a son of the postmaster was
murdered, but was acquitted.
was arrested by Deputies Geo.
Titsworth and Win. Thatcher and
taken to Trinidad on a special train.
McMamis' latest stunt is printed in
the I'ucblo Chieftain as follows:
"After being pursued for hundreds
of miles across the plains by DepuMe-Mai-

ty Sheriff

1'. C.

I

!

rile, of (Juynion,

Oklahoma, Robert McMamis, said to
be a notorious horse thief and badly
wanted in several slaes, was arrested
in J'ueblo yesterday at noon, one hour
after he rode into the city on a handhe is
stallion,
which
some black
stolen,
charged with having
had placed the horse in th
Mctropole Mablcs, and was starting
out to see the town, on foot, when
lie was arrested by Officers Hell and
Had' 'vinaz.
McMamis lias consented to return
lo Oklahoma without requisition padollars
pers. A rewind of twciii-f;v- c
has been ofeired for his capture.
Several horses have been stolen in
the vicinity of (iuymon during the
past few weeks and when a valuable
fourteen
black stallion disapepared
d
on McMo.ll- days ago, suspicion
119.

Although the pursuers started four
behind their man. they gained
him steadily until they were alDeputy Sheriff
him.
upon
called at the Mctropole stable
yesterday afternoon and positively
identified the h.nse as the one stolen
in (iuymon."
Trinidad Chronicle'days
upon
most
Hrite

s' cw.
civil engine
Mr. C. C. Watson,
from Denver, has accepted n position
as division engineer for the Santa Ye,
liatón & Eastern 011 the new conr
struction work now operating
Mr. Watson is n capable
Des Moines.
1

m-a-

man, buying had years of experience
in his line of woik, and his service
will no doubt ma ten illy advance the.
progress of the work.

THE

brought on board the north bound
Santa Fe train last Monday evening
A special from Raton to the Denver at El Paso, and seated by two priests
News of last Sunday contains the fol who had her in charge, for the trip
MAN lowing, which will no doubt be in- - to Albuquerque. She was given
ENT
COLFAX
in
teresting to Cimarron citizens. The charge of the conductor, and with
item says:
tears streaming down the fat, little
"This city is to be headquarters for chubby cheeks, she protested that she
railroad. Incorporation pa- didn't want to go. The big black
From His another
Booth
pers have been filed for the Cimar- eyes were swimming with tears, and
ron & Northwestern railway.
one sticky little hand clutched tight
California
The new road will connect with the ly a piece of candy, while with the
Winter Home in
In
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific other she clung to the kind father
forty-seven
GOODS
railway at Cimarron,
who was endeavoring to soothe her.
miles from Raton, and will build As the train pulled out she sobbed
at her and saw that she was at least from that point northwest to Van mournfully, but soon the novelty of
Elmhurst, Calif., Jan. 24, 1007.
On my return here from a two and forty that settled it with me as far Bremmer Park, a distance of thirty the occasion prevailed and the little
a half month's sojourn in the lower as the new' woman was concerned for six miles. The country to be trav thing sat up, dried her tears, and the
or southern part of the state I found I knew a woman forty years old was ersed by this road is one of the finest eyas that had been filled with tears
wilting me Vol. 1, No? I of the Cim- no new woman. She kindly asked what in the territory, and is rich in timber were soon round with wonderment
Pre-Invento- ry
arron News and Press, dated at Cim was the matter and I informed her and minerals.
and interest. Soon she was shyly
Reducarron, compliments of the Raton that I had rheumatism in my foot
The company is incorporated for making friends with a gentleman in
Now
&ange. Now this was a new one on and that it was very painful but she $350,000, and $36,000 of this has al front of her and informed him in her
--Mc, the
idea of a paper being pub- told me that she did not believe I had ready been, paid in. The office of lisping, childish Spanish that she was
any pain in my foot but that I only the company will be in Raton.
lished in Cimarron.
going to Albuquerque to learn, to be
I spread it out and compared it thought so. 1 looked at her thinking
The incorporators are C N. Black an American girl. By and by, as ahe
but the well, William H. Decker and Albert grew tired, she curled!, cosily op ,in
"with the Chronicle, same size and all some lana tic had escaped
.pages filled with reading matter, of smile she gave me upset that idea 'at A. Miller. This will give Raton four the seat, .the conductor let down, for
coarse I was curious to know what once for it was a smile that any one railroads the
St. Louis, Rocky her, and when the tram reached Las
ny one could write about Cimarras thinking they were right would smile. Mountain 4 Pacific, Santa Fe, Ra Cruces, "the long
had
that would interest a reader. I sat Then she pointed to my foot asking ton & Eastern, Cimarron, ftr, North- drooped And the Sandman had claim,1
ttown and devoted an hour's time me to pat my hand where the pfin western and Atchison, Topeka A ed tbctbii' black eesj and
littté
was
no
so.
.'
was.
said
&d
I
She
there
reading the different articles written
brown, face ttlowed on a, chubby
Santa Fe."
a different subjects. After sitting pais ther, he knew there was not.
The correspondent to the News little hand, ahe , had forgotten tht
awhile sny mind wandered back to I remarked that abe knew nothing evidently wears green toggles.
Ra she, was alone, forgotten all Her childSlid Cimarron, as it was only about about it She said that it was all In ton will not be headquarters for the ish grief and was happily dreaming
eighteen months ago, I said to my- my head and all I had to do was to new road, neither does the building of the time when she Would become
self, Things do move when I am think that there was no pais and I of the road give Raton four railroads. an American gifl.-rR- io
Grande Rev
'
way," and wondered that if I had would have. none. I became a little The. nearest point to Raton will be publican. '
excited and moved . rather quickly Cimarron, which, as. the correspond
bee there, would anch great
have been mande. I shall oot which set my bed throbbing with ent states, is forty-seve- n
miles from TIES THAT. BIND
ARE UNLOOSENED
be fully convinced ol this great im- pain and she said, "Don't think about Raton. The trouble with the man
provement until I have seen them, it." The idea not to. think about it, with green goggles appears to he that
The following seven decrees of di
and all caused by a railroad being why my thoughts flew back to the he seems to be of the opinion that
built opening up to the public a coun- time I spoke the dead language be Raton spreads all over Colfax coun vorce have been granted by Chief Justry full of resources for the investor. fore I knew how to talk at all and ty, when as a matter of fact it only tice W. J. Mills in Las Vegas:
Emma Mares from Robert Mares.
I believe that you have not over es- how quickly the profane language constitutes a very small portion of the
timated them. Now I am not going come to me. Don't think it pains you. county uncomparably small' when The couple were married in Raton on
Wagon
.Reto say I knew it or that I told you she said. That same smile appearing, one considers the brains, muscle and December 26, 1903. The fruits of
so, for I did not know it and I never I hobbled to the door, opened it and capital that is developing its re the union are two little sons, who are
told you so. No one can anticipate in leaving I told her that I would sources.
d
man given into the custody of the mother.
J he
Evelyn Shank from John Shank of
New Rigs
the outcome of the opening up 01 a try and not think of the pain in my should go to some lower altitude and
to
Cimarron, N. M. The
sew country but when it has been heel if she would go. And so she take the rest cure.
child, Margaret Chance Shank, will
opened up you wonder why these went, leaving a small book telling
all about it. I. do not want any more The Ten Commandment
things have lain dormant so long.
Revised, remain with the mother, who is given the household goods and alimony
Colfax county is surely the coming new women to call on me. I would
of
$12.50 per month. The husband
county of New Mexico. The coal bet four cents, if I had it, that if
The ten commandments are revised
she had rheumatism in her heel as I to fit the mail order catalogue house is a resident of Baldwin, Kas.
alone will put it at the head.
Ramoncita Fernandez from Romd-ald- o
I received a letter from a friend liv- did and some new man should call plan: First You shall sell your farm
CIMARRON
NEW
ing in Raton giving me a list of the and tell her there was no pain in her products for cash whenever you can,
Fernandez. The twain were made
different improvements that had been heel and that she only thought so, but not to us; we do not buy from us; one at Watrous in January, 1004. Her
maiden name was Ramoncita Marand are being made there, widing up she would call a policeman and have we do not buy from you. Second
by saying that 1 would need a guide him arrested. Oh but that
You shall believe our statements and tinez.
smile that she smiled was buy all you
George Strohm from Mariana
to get around so as to avoid coming
need from us because we
in contact with the pitfalls that ap- enough to drive away pain from the want to be good to you although we Strohm, nee Gallegos. They were
pear where great improvements are ordinary man.
are not personally acquainted with married in Colfax county in 1892.
I will now close this long epistle
being made.
you. Third You shall send the mon- Las Vegas Optic.
I received a few days ago a draft hoping a long life to the Cimarron ey in advance to give us the chance
Your order will receive prompt attention
SUCCESS.
on the Bank of Prosperity and it News and Press and through its pub- to get the goods from the factory
if you wijl write us stating about what
read as follows:: "Pay to the order lication the population will increase with your money; meanwhile you will
Success is planting a new crop of
you wish in our line. Our prices are as
of S. E. Booth, 365 days of health, many fold in Colfax county.
ave to wait patiently a few weeks corn the next morning after the first
low as we can possibly make tnem. We
At this place.
iNow 1 am
wealth and happiness.
ecause that is our business method. had been cut by the frost of springWall Paper, Paints, Oils, Varnish,
handle
S. E. BOOTH.
Hrnff for nav.
nrprnt
un'miro fn
- . that
r
i j
Fourth You shall apply to your time.
Goods. We do first class Picture
Picture
hope
will
be
it
honored and
ment and
Success is putting up the fence
nearest city to aid you in building
Framing,
Painting and Paper Hanging.
BOOSTER WHO BOOSTS.
not returned written across the face
.jood roads so you may conveniently thrown down by the wind of last
has
done
dam
with red ink, "No funds," but if it is
et the goods from the depot which night before the stock
honored I will go to Raton, take the
.Mr. t. J. tfelton, the genial agent you buy from us, for
do not build age to the growing crops.
cars, and with a guide look over this for the "Swastika" route at this place country roads. Fifth You shall buy
Success is planting a new tree in
great country you have so fully de- daily receives many letters of enquiry church bells and interior fixtures from the place of the one destroyed by the
N. M.
scribed in the Cimarron News and relative to this section of New Mex us and forward the money in advance, tempest of yesterday.
pubnaming
Press. The
of this new
Success is beginning the construc
ico, and especially of Cimarron and for this is our business method and
lication was quite a difficult tiling to the surrounding country. Mr. Bel- - you shall collect from the business tion of a new house while yet the
t!i as so many names were suggest- ton is from the black mud country of men in your vicinity as much money ashes of the old one are smoldering.
Success is bracing up the shatter-- 1
Success is ever to be found close to
ed. I think the name is all right as Illinois, where the thermometer reg as you can for the benefit of your
Success is getting up after one has
cd mast and patching the torn sails the line which divides loss from gain,
we soon get accustomed to a name isters down, around trczo tor six church. Although we get more mon- fallen.
and keeping on toward the harbor.
Sitting down on the wrong side of
and then it is easy. The great strug- - months in the year and the rains ey from, you than they do, still it is
Success is pushing the battle sharp
Success is searching the battlefield the line makes men failures. Bravely
gle is from now on to keep the read- - during the other six months make the against our rules to donate money ly even though the bugle has soundafter the first repulse and gathering looking over to the other side and
ers satisfied with the news and the mud something like fourteen feet for building country churches. Sixth ed the retreat.
up the weary stragglers and the un- - bending the last remnant of strength
when
is
knowing
one
not
different articles written, they will deep. He takes to our genial
Success
You shall buy your tools from us
spent ammunition and wresting vie- - to get there changes the word failure
to rustle to fill up the columns mate and proverbial soil like a duck and be your own mechanic in order to is defeated.
tory
out of the very teeth of defeat. ' 'into success. Spare Moments.
with readable matter and I hope it to water. In fact, he is in his
drive the mchanic from your vicinity
succeed beyond their anticipation. Uient. The following from the Pe-- I for we wish it so.
Seventh You
see that Joe Brackett has writ-!0ri- a
Star, published at his old home shall induce your neighbor to buy
ten something about good roads and town, is
everything from us, as we have room
how they could be had. I have looked
"John Dtigan has received a letter for the money the less money there
over the good road proposition and from E. J. Belton, a well known for- is left in your community, the sooner
the only way you can have good mer railroad man of this city. Mr. we can put your local merchant out
roads is to tax the property enough Helton is now located at Cimarron,
e
f business and charge you
to make good roads and when you New Mexico, where he is agent for we please, r.ignth i ou shall look
have good roads, tax the property the St. Louis, Kocky Mountain & Pa- often at the beautiful pictures in our
enough to keep them good. This is cific, a new line recently constructed catalogues, so your wishes will inthe only way I can see that good Mr. Belton says that he is located in crease, and you will send in a big orr
roads can be had and maintained. You the greatest country on earth, where der, although you are not in immedimust not expect any one to do some- farming is conducted all the year ate neod of the goods, otherwise you
thing for nothing if you do you get round under pleasant conditions. Just might have some money left to buy
left.
now the farmers are threshing their necessary goods of your local mer
I see that Gene Twitty
signs his Russian oats.
chants. Ninth You shall have the
ame as county clerk and I think
Cimarron is a town about
merchants who repair the goods you
it is well that he has had some ex the size of Pekin, yet Mr. Belton says buy from us book the bill so you can
perience as assistant clerk and with that his station docs a business of send the money for his labor to o
his right hand bower, John Jocrns, over $8,ooo per month. Mr. and Mrs. for new goods, otherwise he will not
the office should be run in ship shape. Helton were well known in Pckin , notice our iufluence.
Tenth You
J have heard Gene called the little during their residence here.
I shall in case of accident,
sickness or
giant and I could never understand
'Mr. Helton was for several vears I need, annlv to vour local dealrrs for
where he got it. Now he is not agent of the Illinois Valley Belt line, aid or credit, as we do not know you.
large, as I remember him. He may the sugar works road, when the Pebe endowed by some unseen gigan- kin and Peoria houses of the trust
Spanish American Notes.
tic power that has developed, any way were turning out their harvest outhe is giant enough to run the office put. He later worked for the Santa
Ceo. Crocker and Sim Calley, two
of county recorder with the assist- Fe and while with that company went cattle men of Colfax county, were in
in
ance of his able right bower. If not to grow up with the country. He is the vicinity Thursday. They pur1 have heard it remarked they are a well pleased with his location
and is chased twenty head of stock from
flood pair to draw to, if any one doing well."
Jim Brinnen.
Inows what that means. No I think The citizens of Cimarron like Mr.
The younger men of Springer have
Colfax county will not suffer and Helton and Mr. Belton likes the peo- recently organized an athletic club,
when 1 return to Raton I can go to ple of Cimarron. He insists that he and have purchased considerable
the county clerk's office, ask if I had has the best agency for the best equipment. Douglas Wright has been
N. M.
mortgaged any man'
property to route in New Mexico, and the citi- elected president and manager,
raise money for myself, I could get zens of Cimarron think they have one
W. F. Buchanan, president of the
an answer promptly. I do not think of the most accommodating and First National Bank of Tnsumcari, N.
I over estimate his ability.
courteous agents in all the great M., stopped off at Roy on his return
Now in closing I want to relate west.
home from Trinidad Friday. He es
an incident that happened here in my
tablished a new bank at Narbais while
i
.
1. ..va
..
tltia
tittle búngalo. I was sitting in a The Alamorgordo News and the .vi
i rs r fiil..
.iiiv iivic
ti ly aiiu
mil tr.n
wini iwviiv
right
when
nursing
foot
my
a Cloudcroft Silver Lining have a war ed negotiations fur starting another
rocker
lady called introducing herself as a on and have reached the "cap" stage at this point. Mr. Buchanan is very
representative of the New Woman. where whole lines of rebuttal are set much interested in this section of the
Of course I was interested and for in capitals signed with Heikiah Hop- - country and is sanguine that Ray has
the moment the pain in my foot wa Jplcdorffcr. This sort of journalism a good future before it.
forgotten but when I got a good look i is mncly "on tbe road to yesterday."
A tiny mite of a Mexican lassie was
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I was working
a Dakota ranch the boss.
person by the name of
leve, urged me to take an
h and chop a little wood,

day when

i

Ideal a Dakota
al wi(!i the mingled pleas- of frost anil sun, like Ice
hot coffee, and still as si- I had a good breakfast;
celleut health and spirits.
mid by no means approach
ile unperceived, and every- ed to a pleasant day. But,
Copper Lined Killelulilrd of
i sings, "Man's hopes rise
'lerity and vigor of the hind
mule only to descend with
of a stout gentleman on
peel." .
ing the grove of cottonwoods
for a smoke and a specu- of things In general, having
t my then early age that
Is never of more value than
should be doing something
ttier was

his antagonist. What he did not at
all take Into account was that the
buck was both larger and stronger
than he. Though raised on a bottle,
the deer had grown into a splendid
specimen of Its kind. He was by long
odds the largest deer I ever saw.
Well, Steve got the surprise of his
life. It didn't take him long to see
the battle was all against him; that
the best he could hope to do was to
hold his own until help arrived; so
he sent the boy off hotfoot. Although
his power for a short exertion was
great, Steve was in no kind of training, having allowed himself to fatten
up and being nn inordinate user of tobacco. 1'er contra, the deer felt freshby exertion.
ened and invigorated
That is the deuce of It in struggling
with an animal he doesn't tire.
I knew that Steve was in sore trouble, or he never would have sent for
help. The boy's evident distress denied
the joke I might otherwise have
I grabbed up a rope and
made for the grove, the boy trailing
me. I should have waited to get a gun,
but I didn't think of it. Those were the
days when I could run, when it was an
exhilaration to sail over the prairie.
The importance of my position as rescuer, which any one who has been a
boy will understand, lent springs to

my feet.
It was well for Steve that mine were
speedy legs. When I got there his face
was gray and mottled, like an old
man's, and his mouth had a weak
droop, very unlike the
Steve. The two had pawed up the
la noise behind me, a peculiar ground for rods around In the fight.
Iweeu a snort and a violent The deer's horns beneath where the
Biniing, I saw a buck deer man gripped them were wet with the
the cord and bell around blood of his torn palms. Steve's knees,
Ireeognized him as one Billy, arms and head were trembling as If In
ity of Steve's eldest boy. lie an ague fit. lie was all In physically,
but the Inner man arose strong above
I'n of as a pet.
lis the touch needed to corn- - defeat. "Here's your deer Kid!" he
Arcadia, the Injection of gasped. "I kept him for you!"
I yelled to him to hold hard for one
the time I considered to be
o the excellent prose of open second, took a running jump and landWho coiild see that grace- - ed on Mr. Buck's flank with both feet.
Ity creature and remain un- - It was something of a shock. Over
boy. I was on my
Not I, at all events. I fan- - went deer, man and
In a Jiffy, snapped the noose over
pins
elf as a knight of old In the
the deer's hind legs, tangled him up
St, which gave a touch of the
anyhow iu the rest of the rlata and
o my speech.
snubbed him to the nearest tree. Then
here, thou sweet eyed forest
Steve got up and walked away to
cried. And here he came.
where he could be ill with comfort.
estimate I should say that he And he was good and sick.
ux handles, or about twelve
When he felt better he arose and
I,h as he
himself,
opened his knife, swearing that he
i'd his antlers and jumped me. would
slit that critter's throat from ear
as at a distance. I moved. I to ear, but Steve, Jr., who before this'
luight to king's bishop's eighth, had arrived on the scene, pleaded so
aso represented by a fork of hard for the life of the pet that big
Irest tree, a wise and subtle Steve relented and Mr. P.illy Buck was
strategy, as It resulted in a saved for further mischief.
;ime.
That afternoon two of us rode out
lend stood erect for awhile, and roped him, "spreading" him bewarlike passes with his front tween us as we dragged him home,
Jiich, by the way, ure as for- - lie fought every step of the way. My
weupons us a man would care companion, a
hot headed Montana boy,
opposed to him; then, seeing
was for killing him a half dozen times.
pre was no sporting blood In
However, feeling that the deer had
devoured my lunch and went
me, I had a pride In him
course I promptly Imitated as vindicated
and kept him for a timely end. We
could. I departed.
loose In a corral with a
Ho I bad both liked and ad- - turned him
calf, some milk cows,
blooded
bull
fcteve. His enormous strength,
and
other tame animals.
steers
work
with an unexpected agility and
chewheable way he had of treating "And I bet you he has 'em all r
twenty-foulif you were quite his own age. ing the rag Inside of
hours." said my companion.
d him to me. When I poured
That night Steve made ample amend
troubles to him, however, re- him for allowing such a savage for his former mirth. Indeed, he praisI be at large, he caused my feel- - ed my fleetness and promptness of acundergo a change, for Instead tion so highly that I was seized by
Ipathizlug he fell to uproarious an access of modesty as unexpected
as It was disorganizing.
r, slapped his leg and swore
The next day Steve stood on the roof
was the best thing he'd ever
f and wished he'd been there to of the shed at the end of Billy Buck's
Suddenly he straightened up
corral.
are probably no worse teases and waved his hat. "Deer and bull
fight!" he called.
!h than the big boys who chase
"Come
v on the western prairies. They everybody!" We dropped our labors
horse on the kid," and the poor and sprinted for the corral, there to
t nightmare ridden Indeed. If I sit upon the shed and watch the comut with them some one would bat. Steve didn't know what began the
! an anxious
look and carefully trouble,
but when I got there the
irotiud a bunch of grass in the young bull was facing the deer, his
e, explaining to the rest that
head down, blowing the dust In twin
night lie a deer concealed there, clouds before him, hooking the dirt
ie could not be too careful when
over his back in regular fighting bull
were wild beasts like that fashion and anon saying,
1.
Then the giggling rascals
In uu adolescent bass profundo,
pass the suspected spot with ln- - most ridiculously broken by streaks of
aution, perhaps breaking into a soprano.
When these shrill notes ocI with frightened
shrieks of "The curred the little hull rolled his eyes
he deer!" while I tried to look ns around ns much as to say, "Who did
iked It and strove manfully to that?" and we, swinging our legs on
the brine of morlilicatiou from
the shed roof, laughed gleefully and
r down my cheeks,
encouraged him to sail iu.
dn't let my emotions take the
The bull, having gone through the
of words, because I had wit
preliminaries of his code, cocked his
h to know that I could not put a
mil straight in the air and charged.
barrier between myself and a The buck waited until he was within
langer than those husky lads of
feet; then he shot sideways and
ather breeches and white hats. three
shot buck again, his antlers beating
II that I had a yearning to see
with ' a drumstick sound on the bull's
f them encounter the deer at his
said the bull. Probribs. "Haw-aw!I did not wish any one hurt
.
Unit hurt.
ably
vas so confident of their physical
Again bull faced buck. This time the
v that I did not think uny one
bovine eye wore a look of troubled
be, but I felt that such an
wonderment, while one could mark an
strengthen their under-inevil grin beneath the twitching nose
his antagonist, and his bleat had
s thing came to pass, and, of all of
changed to a tone which recalled the
e, on my arch enemy. Steve. If
pointing finger and unwritable "ll'nli-ha!- "
1 had the arrangement of details
that greets misfortune In childdd not have planned It better.
hood.
"I told you so!" it said. The
my
use of
tender years the light
Is an animal not easily
however,
bull,
s of the ranch fell to my share.
discouraged.
Once more he lowered
day every one was off, leaving me
foolish head and braved forth like
link up the "bull pen." or men's bis
ters, with mud i,,:aiiist the cold a locomotive.
But It would take too long to tell all
preaching winter
leve bad tak- ip to pick out the things Billy Buck did to that bull.
ls eldest boy on n
He simply walked all over him and
good wood.
and raked and poked. Away
sently arrived tu boy. hatless. jabbed
went the bull, his erstwhile proudly
Ing as fast as h- - could ear, the
erect tall slewed sideways In token o"
th whistling In I is lungs. "Come
struck colors, a sign of surrender dis
k!" was the mes
regarded by bis enemy, who though,
!
followed the
seems the deer
the giving of Bignals to cease fighting
fo iled with prerogative of his office. Away
le, and when th
bid playmate the i!.' knocked him
old cows and the work steers an
li irt hi in badly
u and would hrr
the horses In a thundering circuit r
that his father 'i.,tniit!y Jumped the corral, the horned stock bawlin: I
"' '
mol terror and Billy Butk
tile flay li.m
.;
' one of them iuip.u .: .
:!
the horns with ;
ting his head o.:', il.c !v."ü we blm.
ened on more i' u !y than Steve
"Gad, I'm glad I didn't slit his wii,
man thought pipe!" said Steve. "He's a corker!"
posed. The pow.-rt'uvould )6 an eacy m.itter to throw
Billy drove his circus parade aro..
e

d

"

Inel-wou-

1

I

!

we-th-

t

:

about six times before his proud soul wonderful, but chaotic. I would defy
was satisfied. Then he took the center a moving picture camera to resolve
of the ring and bellowed a chant of t'.iat tornado into its elements of deer
victory in a fuller voice than he had and Injun. We were conscious of curigiven before, while the other brutes, ous illusious. such as a deer with a
gathered by the fence, looked at him In losen bunds growing out of all parts
stupefaction.
of u body as spherical as this our
Only once more did Billy Buck figure earth, and an Injun with legs that vein history before he left us for a larger toed all laws of gravitation and anatfield In town, and on this occasion, for omy.,
the first and last time in bis career, he
Poor Billy Buck!
He outdid the
got the worst of it.
wildest of our pitching horses for a
A lone Injun came to the ranch, a half minute, but the two hundred and
very tall, grave man, clad In comic pic- odd pounds he bad on bis back told,
ture clothes. A battered blgh hat sur- lie couldn't hold the gait. Jimmy
mounted his block of midnight hair, wrappeil those long legs around him.
and a cutaway coat built for a man the deer's tall In one hand, the horn In
much smaller around the chest held the other and the ear between his
his torso in bondage. As It was warm teeth, and waited In grim determinaon the day he arrived, he hud discardtion.
said the deor,
ed his trousers. A breech clout was dropping to his knees.
plenty leg gear, ho thought. He bore a
Jimmy got off hiin. Billy picked himletter of recommendation from a white self up and scampered to the other end
friend.

"Plenty good letter," said he as he
banded the missive over. I read it
aloud for the benefit of the assembled
ranch.

It ran:
the worst
This is
specimen of a bad tribe. He will steal
anythintf he can lift. If he knew here
wai such a thing as a cemetery, he'd
walk fifty miles to rob It. Any citizen
wishing to do his country a service will
kindly hit him on the head with an ax.
JACK FORSYTHE.
"Plenty good letter!" cried the Injun, his face beaming with pride.
I coughed and said it was Indeed
rigorous. Stove and the boys fled the
scene.
Now, we knew that Jimmy
was a good Injun or he wouldn't have
had any letter at all. That great grave
face, coupling the seriousness of childhood and of philosophy, simply offered
an irresistible temptation to the writer of the letter. There was something
pathetic in the way the glgautic savage folded up his treasure and replaced it In his coat. I think Forsythe
would have weakened hud he seen it.
Still, after we laughed, we felt all the
better disposed toward Jimmy, so I
don't know but It was a good form of
Jimmy was
introduction, after all.
looking for work, a subject of research
not general to the Injun, but by no
means so rare as his detractors would
make out. Ho got It. The job was to
Steve
clean out Billy Buck's corral.
found employment for the hands close
to home for the day, that no one should
miss the result. It Is always business
first on the ranch, and a practical joke
takes precedence over other labors.
Steve hung around the corral, where
he could peek through the chinks.
Hoarse whispers Inquiring, "Anything
up yet?" were for so long answered In
the negative that it seemed the day
had been iu vain. At last the welcome
shout rang out: "Injun and deer fight!
Everybody run!" We flew, breathless
with anticipatory chuckles. We landed
on top of the shed to witness an inspiring scene one long legged, six
foot and a half Injun, suitably attired
in a plug hat, cutaway coat, breech
clout and moccasins, grappling In mortal combat a large and very angry
deer.
Splendid
was the exhibition of
strength ond agility we looked upon;

the wildest of our pitching
for a half minute.
but, alas, Its poetry was ripped up the
back by the cutaway coat, the plug
hat and the unrelated effect of those
long, bare red legs twinkling beneath.
Indirectly It was the plug hat that
ended the battle. At first if
felt any emotion, whether Joy, resentment, terror or anything
man can feel, his face did not show
it One of the strangest features of
the show was that immaculately calm
face suddenly appearing through the
dust clouds, unconscious of storm and

lie outdid

hornea

stress.
At last, however, a yank of the
doer's head Jimmy had him by the
horns caused the plug hat to suap off,
and the next second the deer's shurp
foot went through It. You will remember Achilles did not get excited until
his helmet touched the dust. Well,
from what the cold, pale light of fact
shows o' the size and prowess of those

ancient swaggerers, Jimmy

could have picked Achilles up by
bis vul ler.ilile heel and bumped his
brains ut against a tree, and this without strdii. so when the pride of his
Ufe, hi- - precious plug hat, was thus
lualtre. led his rage was vast In proportion
II!-- ' '
shot streaks of black llght-t.i.UvIkiimI the deer's head sideways n'.il with a leap landed on his
back. O ti c there he seized an ear between !;: strong teeth and shut down.
We ro.-- e t.j our feet and yelled. It was

,

of the corral, slinking his head.
The Injun straightened himself up,
making an effort to draw a veil of
modesty over the pride that shone in
his eyes.
be said. "Pool deer tackle
Tatonka-Sutah!- "
or
("Tatonka-Sutah,Strong Bull, was the more poetic title
among his own
of
kind.)
lie then gravely punched his plug
hat Into some kind of shape and resumed his work.
We pitched in and bought Jimmy a
shiny new plug hat, which will lead
me far afield if I don't drop the subject.
Well, he was master of Mr. Billy
Buck. When he entered the corral the
deer stepped rapidly up to the. farther
corner and stayed there.
Now came the broadening of Billy's
career. A certain man In our nearest
town kept a hotel near the railroad
depot. For the benefit of the passengers who bad to stop there a half hour
for meals and recreation this man had
a sort of menagerie of the animals
natural to the country. There were a
bear, a mountain lion, several coyotes,
swifts, antelope, deer and a big timber wolf, nil In a wire net Inclosed
park.
It so happened that Steve met Mr.
I)., the hotel proprietor, on one of his
trips to town and told him what a
splendid deer he had out at the ranch.
Mr, D. became instantly possessed of
a desire to own the marvel, and a bargain was concluded on the spot. Billy
by this time bad shed his horns and
was all that could be wished for In the
way of amiability. Wo tied his legs
together and shipped him to town in a
wagon.
Steve did not trick Mr. I). He told
him plainly that the deer was a dangerous customer and that to be careful was to retain a whole skin, but
the hotel proprietor, a little fat, pompous man, wilh a big bass voice the
kind of a man who could have made
the world In three days aild rested
from the fourth to the seventh inclusive had it been necessary thought he
kuew something of the deer character.
"That beautiful creature, with its
mild eyes and humble mien, hurt any
one? Nonsense!"
So he had a fine collar made for
Billy, with his name on a silver plate,
and then led him around town at the
end of a chain, being a vain little man
who liked to attract attention by any
available means. All worked well until the next fall. Mr. I), was lulled Into false security by the docility of his
pet and allowed him the freedom of the
city regardless of protest.
Then came the spectacular end of
Billy's easy life, it occurred oil another warm autumn day. The passengers of the noon train from the east
were assembled iu the hotel dining
room, putting away supplies as fast as
possible, the train being late. The
room was crowded, the waiters rushing, Mr. 1). swelling with Importance.
Billy
ntered the room unnoticed In
the general hurry. A uegro waiter
passed him, holding two loaded trays.
Perhaps ho brushed against Billy; perhaps Billy didn't even need a provocation. At any rale as the waiter started
down the room Billy smote him from
behind, and dinner was served!
When the two tray loads of hot coffee, potatoes, soup, chicken and the
rest of the bill of fare landed nil over
the nearest table of guests there was a
commotion. Men leaped to their feet,
wilh wo 'ds that showed they were no
gentlen: ;n, making frantic efforts to
wipe away the scalding liquids trickling over thein. The ladles shrieked
mid were tearful over the ruin of their
pretty 'owns.
.Mr. 1. on the spot Instantly quieted
Ids quests ns best he could on the one
hand null berated the waiter for a
clumsy, clubfooted baboon on the other. Explanation was dillicult If not
Impossible. Arms flew, hard words
Hew, the male guests were not backward In ndding their say. Then, even
as 1 had been before, the colored mnn
was vindicated.
Suddenly two women and a man
sprang on top of the table and yelled
for help. Mr. I), looked upon them
open mouthed. The three on top of the(
table clutched one another ond howled
In unison.
Mr. D.'s eye fell on Billy,
crest up, warlike In demeanor, and
also on a well dressed man backing
rapidly under the table.
A flush of understanding illumined
Mr. I). The deer evidently felt a little playful, hut It would never do un"Come here,
der the circumstances.
Billy only lived
sir!" be commanded.
to obey such a command, as I have
shown
But this time Mr. D. recognized a difference and went about
like a crack yacht. lie had Intentions
of reaching the door. Billy cut off retreat. Mr. D. thought of the well dressed man and dived under the table.
Those who had stood uncertain, seeing
this line of actiou taken Uy one who
knew the customs of the country,
promptly imitated him. The passengers of the eastern express were en
"H-nh!- "

"

e

sconced under the tables, with the exception of a handful who bad preferred getting on top of them.
Outside three cow punchers who
chanced to be riding by were perfectly astonished by the noises that came
from that hotel. They dismounted and
Investigated.
When they saw the feet
projecting from beneath the cloths and
the groups In statuesque poses above
they concluded not to interfere, although strongly urged by the victims.
"You are cowards!" cried the man
with the two women. The punchers
joyfully acquiesced and said, "Sick
'em, boy!" to the deer.
Meanwhile the express and the t'nlt-eThe
States mail were waiting.
conductor, watch in hand, strode up
ami down the platform.
"What do you suppose they're doing
over there?" ho asked Ids hrukemun.
The brakeinan shrugged his shoulders. "Ask thorn punchers," he replied.
his
lif led
The conductor
voice.
"What's the matter?" he called.
"Oh, come and see! Come and see!"
said the punchers.
"It's too good to
tell!"
The conductor shut his watch with a
snap. "Five minutes late," lie said.
"Pete, go and hustle them people over
here. I start In three minutes by the
d

watch."
"Sure," said Pete and slouched
across. Pete was surprised ut the
sight that met his guze, but orders
were orders. He walked up and kicked Billy, at the same time shouting:
"All aboard for the west! Git a wiggle
on yer!"
The man owed his life to the fact
that the deer could get no foothold on
the slippery hardwood floor; otherwise
he would have beeu gored to death.
As It was, Billy tried to push, and bis
feet shot out. Man and deer came to
the floor together, the brukeman holding hard. The passengers boiled out of
the hotel like a mountain torrent. The
punchers, thinking that the mau was
In danger, sprang through the windows and tied the deer. Pete gasped
bis thanks and hustled out to catch his
train. No one was left but Billy, the
punchers, the waiters and Mr. D.
Inquired the
"This your deer?"
punchers of the latter.
"It Is," said Mr. D. "Take him out
and hang him. Don't shoot bim. Hung
him!"
"All right," replied the punchers.
They took Billy out and turned him
loose In the deer pen.
"Beckon the old man Ml feel better
about It tomorrow," they said.
And It came to pass that the old man
did feel better, so Billy was spared.
Perhaps If you have traveled to the
west you have seen him, a uoble
of his kind. Well, tills is
bis private history, which his looks

RED RIVER PROSPECTOR
NOTES.
T. A. Melson Kft yesterday on a
business trip to Raton.
H. F. Hatch left Monday for Cimarron where he expects to spend the
next two or three months.

Mrs. F.. .y Snow visited a few days
the past week with her daughter,
.Mrs. K. C. Wallace at the Turner
ranch.
The Sunday
evening
class meetings and the prayer meetings Wednesday evenings will commence at
7:,10 p. m.

sharp.

Donaciana Graham, sheriff of Taos
county, lias appointed 11. D. Dulcher,
deputy sheriff of this precinct. It is
a good and popular appointment.
The .owners. J. M. Moad and A. 1").
lawk, of tli c Ethel and .May Ann
group of mining claims have received
the final patent receipt of the above
claims.
J

Jack Kelly, a conductor on one of
the branch roads of St. Louis, Rocky
Mountain & Pacific
Railway company, was a few days in camp this
week visiting his brother, R. P. Kelly,
who has charge of the work for the
Rhyolite .Mining and Milling company on Placer creek.
If. K. Christenscn, a coutrntcor on
the Rocky Mountain & Pacific railroad passed through town the past
week. He built eleven miles of the
road,
lie was on his way back to
Cimarron where he will undoubtedly
have charge of some of the grading
on the new road known as the Cim-

arron

&

From

t lie

Northwestern.
Tres Piedras Mining

Re-

porter.
A bridge is being built across the
Rio Grande at Rinconada.
A. Clouthicr, postmaster at Taos,
is said to have resigned the office
and J. J. Vigil is an applicant for the

office.
Clerk,
Enrique Gonzales,
has been appointed deputy by the new
county treasurer, Xickolas Auaya.
Mrs. A. G. Mullcr is expected
Taos shortly on a visit to her
rents.

in
pa-

It is said $130 ore was encountered
in the Red

Fissure workings recently

at Bromide.
Ore is being hauled by sled from
the Whale mine at Bromide to the
mill on the Turos.

THE

RHYOLITE
PROPERTY
SHOWING BETTER.

The Rhyolite Mining & Milling;
company have let another contract on
their property to R, P. Kelly. Mr.
Kelly has just finished one contract
on the property and opened up the
lead at a point where it is over eighteen feet between walls. On the present contract Mr. Kelly will run a tunnel following the lead to the north
and we understand will cross cut the
lead at certain points to find if possible the extent of this large deposit
of ore. Mr. Kelly claims the ore is
of a sulphide kind but it lias indications that the lead carries some ore
that belongs to the tclliiride class.
The company has been selling considerable amount of stock in the past
year and after doing sonic more prospecting they will this coming summer
put on machinery and go down after
the precious metal.

SPRINGER

STOCKMAN NOTES.

Mrs. S. B. Davis came down from
her home at Raton Tuesday to spend
a few days with relatives here.
Mrs. J. M. Caldwell was in the city
the first of the week from the Halls

Peak country.
Dr. Lefforge visited Chico professionally to see a little boy of E. P.
Edward's who was sick. He left the
little fellow getting along nicely.
Mrs. Darl Brown went up to Dawson Monday.
The family expect
there about the first ot the
month and engage in the hotel business.
S. Floersheitn of this city and his
brother, J. Floersheitn of Roy, left oil
Monday
for Hamburg, Germany,
where they will be present at the
golden wedding of their parents.
Mrs. C. E. Hartley was called to
Elmwood, Kansas, last Saturday by
a telegram announcing the death of a
little niece. She had just returned
from a visit to Denver as she re-

ceived the sad news.
J. M. lliggins returned home Friday of last week from Misotiri where
lie spent about three weeks in Johnson .county. He declares lie never saw
the sun but one day during that time,
and he told those people he would
ship them back a litle sunshine when
'
he returned home.
Roy Wright and wife of San Berna-din- o,
California, and Wm. Hanson
and wife of San Marcial, X. M., came
iu last Saturday for a short visit with,
the family of R. E. Alldredge. The
latter left Monday for their San Marcial home. Mrs. Wright and Mr.
Hanson are sister and brother of
Mrs. Alldrcdge.
It doesn't look bad, no it doesn't.
One Springer firm last month raised
from $100,000 to
its capital stock
Things arc getting ready-t$00,000.
move much more livelier in this
ciuntry. Watch them.
The Swastika Club.
The Swastika club met on Tuesday,
January 29, 1907, with Mrs. Kremis,
Mrs. R. E. Alldrcdge,
presiding; members present were the
Mesdames Warder, Kremis, Stansell,
and Miss
C. F. Hortenstein, Cole
Gehring. Mrs. Atkinson, aunt of Mrs.
C. F. Hortenstein, Mrs. R. Wright,
sister of Mrs. R. E. Alldrcdge, Miss
Olson, sister of Mrs. Kremis, Mrs.
Devine, Mrs. M. Hortenstein, Mrs.
Crocker and Miss Fay Alldrcdge were
the guests in attendance. After the
regular business of the club was
sang a
transacted Miss Alldrcdge
very beautiful song. All then enjoyed
from which
a game of "Auction,''
each guest received a pretty souvenir.
A very dainty lunch was then served
by the hostess.
'

o

PiROWN-AHREU-

.

Wednesday morning at the Catholic
church parsonage in this city, the
Rev. Father Ceilicr officiating, Miss
E.
Brown
and Ramon
Gertrude
Abren were united in the holy bonds
of matrimony, but a few relatives
of the contracting couple witnessing
the ceremony.
They left at once for Rayado where
they will make their home.
The bride is the eldest daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Darl lirown of this city,
is a most excellent young lady with a
host of friends who wish her well.
The groom is the youngest son of
Mrs. P. B. Abreu tf Rayado, and his
luck in securing so excellent a Lie
companion is met with the congratulations of his friends.
They at once went to housekeeping
the groom had
at Rayado where
nicely fitted up a home for his bride.
The Stockman, with pleasure, joins
the many riends of the newly made
man and wife in congratulations,
wishing them an overabundance of
the joys and fruits of life and few ot
its sorrows.
The
Fox railroad construction
outfit has arrived at Santa Rosa and
will immediately commence the construction of a large concrete dam on,
I.i
Tnnos creek about two mile
east of S'tii!.. Rosa,
At about the same point in Los
Tanos canon a large rock crusher
will be put in next month that wilt
give cniplo.. 111..1U to sixty men fo
will be used
two y..i' "The
' ,
fo, K ''
the road bed
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Two Fajes of Dr. Taft's Diary.

Aiter Sketches from Harper's

Abraham Lincoln.

SUSAN

.

cf President Lincoln

ri'innrkable souvenir of the

n

assas-tatiatio-

of Abraham Lincoln rccenl.ly
to li?;ht in New York. It Is the
diary of Dr. .Charles S. Tuft,
v': fornifi'ly resMed at No. V3 West
Toty-Kfcoi)street. In his time
TV. Tafl was an eminent physician
a;--i
attemieri many notables, among
1 Sf.Hi
Governor O. V, Morton o:f Indi-t- i
Kill no experience in his life
WW led the one he records in his noto- -

"nx

it

pres-fiietit'.- 'i

pi'Oí-eii-

-

,(

!

wa-'i-

e

I.in-ro'-

ii

.

s

-

post-morte-

Ut-jj-

d

tck

'

i

1

3

j
j

when

ory.
to move
began
The procession
about 11 o'clock, but it. was an hour
ap"v.ú a half before
Buchanan
peared, having b.K'S delayed at the
capítol in signing bills, some of
which, it is said, got his signature
after his term of office had actually
expired.
Whim all was ready Senators Ra'ter
and Pierce took seals in the carriage
fronting the two presidents, Buchanan looking old, gray and hazard;
Lincoln dark and inn, ami wearing n
mount! ul and anxious expression
of
countenance Thus accompanied they
set forth on their historic ride to the
capitel. Around the carriage were
mounud guards and a llyhu; squadron
of newspaper corrcspon Uees. the latter keeping as net'- - to it as possible,
one of the artist
of an nius'.raft I
paper niakin;; a s;et,c!i f the scee
as he went atong. There v. as a !(
cloud of dust along the aveti r,;

ished.
Mr. Lincoln's voice was clear and
penetrating, and was distinctly heard
far and near among tho assemblet
multitudes, which preserved unbroken
silence from the beginning to the end.

i

Then a great cheer arose and ran like
a wave along the avenue, carrying
testimony which was likewise flying
over the wires in every direction
that the inauguration had been successfully accomplished, and that in
spite of all perils, visionary and real,
Lincoln was president of
Abraham
the United States, and a new historic
era bad been ushered in.
a few yards of
I stood within
President Lincoln when he delivered We mark the lowly place where he was
his first inaugural address from the
born,
east portico of the capítol In Wash- We try to dream the dreams that
ington, writes a veteran newspaper
starred his nights
man. I was a newspaper correspondWhen the rude path that ran beside the
ent and had come with him from hia
corn
home in Springfield to recount for my
Grew to a fair broad way whloh found
paper the incidents of his journey.
the heights;
Washington looked on the day as a We try to sense the lonely days he knew,
one, and was not free
momentous
The silences that wrapped about his
from a sense of peril. No previous
soul
inauguration day had been bo ushered When there came whispers tremulous and

Vi

j

true
Which urged him up and, onward to his

in.

The senate sat al! the night previous, not adjourning till after daylight,
Crittenden, Douglas, Trumbull, Wig-fal- l
and Wade thundering against
each other in their final debate,
which, after all, was not loud enough
to keep all their colleagues awake, as
many of them lay stretched out on
the senatorial sofas, snoring a drowsy
accompaniment.
The town was astir
by sunrise, with crowds gathering at
all points from the White House to
tho Capltoi.
riding the blustering Man t winds,
and it sometimes seemed to h.do tho
entire procession from view.
Lincoln and the Sil.le.
Mr. Lincoln, as I raw him every
morning, in the carpet slippers ho,
wore in the houso and the blat t
clothes no tailor could make rcaliy
fit his gaunt bony frame, was a hum
ly enough figure. Tho routine of It's
lifo was simple, too; it would hi t)
to moat of us.
seemed a tread-mil- l
He .was an early riser; when I. came
on duty, at eight in the morning, ho
was often already dressed and readinj
in tho library.' And the book? We
have all heard of the president's fondness for Shakespeare, how he lnfurtr
ed Secretary Stanton by reading Hamlet while they were waiting for returns from Gettysburg; we know, too,
how he kept cabinet meetings waiting while he read them the latest of

Bal.

His was the
trees;

dream-fille-

d

world of kindly

s
And
of the prairie lands;
The brotherhood of lields, and birds, and
marvel-reache-

bees,

Which magnifies the soul that understands;
Ills was the school of unremitting toil
Whose lessons leave an Impress strong
and deep;
His were the thoughts of one close to
the soil,
,

The knowledge of the ones who so
aim

j

rep.

And of all this, and from all this, ha ros
Full panoplied, when came his country's call,
to bea
and

Strong-hearte-

Gs

SCI.

It was a little after one o'clock
the outgoing and incoming
presidents, arm in arm, entered"the
capítol, proceeding
immediadetly to
the president's room, whence they
emerged in a few minutes preceded
by the marshal of the district, judges
of the supreme court, and sergeant-at-arms- ,
and followed by the senators,
diplomatic
corps, heads of departments, governors of states and others,
and made their way to a small
wooden pavilion, under which Mr.
Lincoln stood while he delivered his
memorable message. Chief Justice
Taney, old, shriveled to the bone,
with a face like parchment, muffled in
his silken robes, sat in front of the
array of judges. Close by stood
Douglas, so near in fact that Mr. Lincoln, finding no place on or under the
small reading table provided for him
on which to deposit his hat, handed
it over to his mighty rival, who held
it carefully till the address was fin-

Lincoln spent the early morning
hours In bis rooms at Willard's, and i
remember that among his callers
were David Davis, Thtirlow Weed.
Leonard Swett, Ward La non, with
many others nut now', clear in mem-

the Assasiinaticn

that I was a surgeon, when I was
seized by several men and lifted up
to the state box. When I entered the
president was lying upon the floor surrounded by a number of men, who
were about lifting him to remove him.
Some were advising his removal
home; this measure I opposed, stating that I was an army surgeon and
wished him to be removed to the
nearest house.
"As we passed down the stairs I
He was present at Ford's Theatre Inquired if there was any other surall of geon present, and a gentleman who
i. aial iiit'lu and wiliies-sewhich ended in the death was near me, supporting the head,
'
Lincoln. lie way one of the lust stated that he was a surgeon; when
i.f!';.vsi"ci"n.
we reached the street some persons
to reach the wounded
bid.', vil
at his death, on the porch of a house opposite
to perfojni the autopsy. called to us to come over there. We
itxi he)i-i?r. T:üi's pfTóonal ncconut of these carried the president .over and profwri'im-- j hi cinlii'dh-- in his notes, ceeded with him to a room at the
"'s!.fi evidently v.ve never intended end of the passage, where he was
Sir ;n;boca! 01).
laid upon a bed.
Tiie .::ít!t
found in a pile of
"I called for brandy and after a few
ifiifxi !':-- '.iis
in the baling
minutes had elapsed a quantity of
Salvation Army Imlii.o.riaf brandy was brought, which I diluted
vTfcn tí
iS.cüf,
Z;$ West Thirtieth and pave the president a teaspoonful
i No.
M''c.:-!of. lie swallowed it, but with much
T'.ie
t ;y l.me has fifteen wagons,
difficulty. I afterward gave another
.:h lsmi!:- its own territory. These teaspoonful, which caused so much
joa.'.p deiiy (tips tlire.miiiont the city strangulation that I gave no more,
iI!e,:':n :
muteiial of all kinds except after the arrival of Dr. Stone,
wtik'h beiiíeiioliiers are Riad to vet when, at liis suggestion, I put half a
'. 'I'ae waives discltui'Ko their teaspoonful between his lips, but it
kJdú oye eveniii-..- ' at the wartrooms was not swallowed, and nothing more
f.ii the
Home.
was ever put between his lips.
"I remained with the president until
Tlie standard liiotirapliies of
and the newso:;,iei s of iy3 make he died, engaged during a greater part
cir.ef nienlion of !r. Taft its boina; of the night In supporting his head so
jtrf.it:; t at the preo.élení's death and that the wound should not press upon
f it'i op:.;-Theie can be no donbt the pillow and the flow of blood be
K tin- - íiuínein-s- of the notes. The obstructed."
on Twenty second street former-i- t
lío
ec ,;,!, by IH: Taft, Is now a
the doctor's name
wardis horse.
5
uti'icow ii to the present occupant.
;ijiin cf the older residents In the
"ActitiK Assistant Surgeon, U. S. A."
t"i',nliorhood, however, remember him, the stage. I could "see Mrs. Lincoln
!a;t Indistinctly.
in one corner of the box and another
Dr. Tail b "ins his memoranda of lady, whom I subsequently learned,
was Miss Clara Harris, In the opposite,
Ste preat tranejy in these words:
attend-is- ;
'"Notes of the tiit tii..
corner nearest the stage. From the,
the assassination of Aui.0; n I.I
relative position when I saw him seatj
president of the United Sta m. himself, he must have been sitting;
but ween the two ladies and just be-- :
i the evening of April H, list;."), as
titnesed by me; aiso the medical hind the division of the box, which in-- :
antes of my attendance on the presl- tercepted the view of his face from
j
iKit tip to the time of his death and my seat.
t
examinatlou live
ile
"At about 10; SO p. m. my attention
iauttrs after death.
was directed toward the president's
notes were written April 15, box by the report of a pistol, and I
The
,
at the earliest possible moment saw a man drop from the state box,
4Ttr tny atiéndante upon the presi-rten- t shouting as he did so, 'Sic semper
and the post mortem examina- tyrannls!' As he struck the stage he
tionpartly fell, sinking down until hia
"Attended Ford's Theatre." he knees nearly touched the floor; he
writes, "Friday evening, April 14, with sprang to an erect posture In an Inlfe; arrived at the theatre about stant, brandished a large knife which
fcsr
pfct p. m. The president and party he held In his right hand for about the
arrived about 8:2i) p. m. Saw him space of three seconds, then darted
the stage with the knife held
fke a seat with his back Immediate-i- t across
opposite the entrance door of the above his head and disappeared. A
few moments of great confusion then
Vfcrr, and facing the stage; could not
rmo the president after he was seat- - followed, many persons Jumping upon
owing to a division In the front the stage and some passing out in the
the box extending from the lower direction the man who had leaped
from the state box bad taken.
SrxH to the top; people could see his
"I was endeavoring to pacify my
t'ifl profl'e f'oin the opposite side of
wished to leave the place,
tie dren circle from bis box. I occu-Ifr-- wife, who
a seat In an orchestra chair In when I heard several shouts for a suretlon C, No. 175, about three rows geon; this was tbe first Intimation I
from the orchestra railing, and had that any one had been wounded.
CSPÍ-Si.''le center of I sprang upon the stage calling out
!.tní!. 'eI'
1
ML

March,

Newspaper Ccrrcspond.nt Recalls M menievs .Event
Vhich Ushered In a New Historic Era in AmericaMemorab e Mssszge.
--A

DICKINSON,

Diary of Dr. Charles S. Taft, Fecently Discovered in
New York, Is a Retrarkab'e Souvenir of the
Great Tragedy of April 14, 1865.

Weekly

Heard Lincoln's First
Inaugural Addrcs

That these shall not have died in vain, lie prayed,
Who gave tlicir lives tliat Liberty and Law
Should be the nation's heritage. He sa:a
With deep, prophetic eyes, yet undismayed,
The zvork remaining, though "these dead" had made
Their lives a freewill offering without flaw.
From his great utterance men turned with awe
JRleuded with mightier longing, unafraid,
Jror nobler service, whaisder lis meed.
Its meed, we know, for many thousands still
Was death-obattlefield, or prison pen.
;'
Tor him, the great, sad leader, was decreed
A martyrs death, that so he should fulfill
Jlis work as leader, as a man of men.

"

,ttr

i

i

5aw

ocef-Z- "

d

strong-frame-

d

the woes
Which fell on him the bitterest of all
And well he wrought, and wisely well he
knew
The plratn and stress that should be his
nkme;
He did the task long set for him to do
This man who cama unfavored and unknown.

We look
not through Grief's mist
of tears.
Not through glamour of nearness to the
great,
But down the long, long corridor of yearn
Where stand the sentinels of Fame and
Fata,
And now we see him, whom men called
uncouth,
Grown wondrous fair beneath the band
of Time,

Petroleum V. Nasby's witticisms. It And know tho love of liberty nnd truth
Brings Immortality, and makes sublime.
was tbe Ulble which I saw him reading while most of the household st 11 But, 0, this rugged face with kindly eyes
slept William H. Crook, In Harper's
Wherein a haunting sorrow ever stays!
Somehow It seems that through the sor,
Magazine.
row rise
The echoed visions of

other, days,

his
Punch's Tribute to Lincoln.
That still we may In subtle fancy trace
Punch's fine tribute to Abraham
The light that led him with prophetic
Lincoln C You lay a wreath on murgleams
authorwhose
bier!")
dered Lincoln's
That here we gaxe upon the pictured face
of
"History
Of one who waa a boy that lived his
ship Spielmann In bis
dreams I
Punch" ascribed to Shirley Brooks,
W. D. N.
restored to Tom Taylor.
U no

An autograph letter of Abraham
Lincoln, writter more than half a century ago to his
friend,
Thomas J. Turner, of Freeport, 111.,
afterward a colonel in an Illinois regiment, Is here reproduced as an object
of national Interest.
The value of this letter to the families to whom It has descended like an
apostolic succession may be estimated from the fact that it has passed
from deathbed to deathbed as a sacred
charge la the Turner generations, the
Hfti-lon-

man to whom it was written treasur-- l
ing the series of Lincoln's correspond-- j
ence In order to bequeath to members
of his family souvenirs whose value he
foresaw with prophetic eye.
Any letter of Abraham
Lincoln's
would be of Interest to the people of
Illinois, especially one written before
the period of war and turmoil,1 when,
the Springfield lawyer waa engaged j
in the vocations of peace. The owner!
of the letter a Freeport man Is now;
;
living in Chicago.

MODEL OF LINCOLN'S ONLY PATENT

L

J

iijCooEs ami
ernment's unique collection of patent
models, the finest in the world, ia No.
6.4G9, granted May 22, 1S49 to Abra- ham Lincoln for method of lifting ves-- ;
seis over shoals. The device consists
of the amplication to a river steamer,
of two or more collapsible floats made

like bellows, worked from sides of
boat by upright poles. When a vessel
so equipped strikes shoal water the;
bellows are inflated by pressure on
the poles, which is supposed to raise
the boat clear of the bottom. When
the bellows are to be deflated a windlass raises the poles. N. Y. World,

Famous Illinois

As Wallace Saw Lincoln.

Tavern.

Famous Author Wrote Entertainingly
of First Meeting.

Where

The charm of Lew Wallace's Autobiography consists not only in the
fact that the author was a famous
general and famous novelist, but that
so many of his recollections are reminiscent of the great.
One of the most fascinating descriptions is that, of his first sight of
Abraham Lincoln. It was in 1Ü50, at
a tavern in Danville, I1L
Wallace writes as follows:
"There was one of the contestants
who arrested my attention early, partly by Lis stories partly by his appearance.
Out of the mist of years
he comes to me now exactly as he appeared then.
"His hair was thick, coarse and defiant; it stood out in every direction.
His features were massive, nose long,
eyebrows
protrusive, mouth large,
cheeks hollow, eyes gray and always
responsive to the humor. He smiled
all the time, but never once- - did he
laugh outright. His hands were large,
his arms slender and disproportionately long. His legs were a wonder,
particularly when he was in narration; he kept crossing and uncrossing
them, sometimes it actually seemed
he was trying to tie them into a

With the demolition of the old Kel
ley tavern, torn down to make rooir.
for a barn, there passed one of th
famous old hostelries of Illinois. Buill
In 1809, the old tavern became tin
stopping place of all west bound trav
elers, it being the only hotel botweei
Danville and Urbana on the statt
j
road.
For years It enjoyed great popular
Ity, especially during its ownership bj
Joseph Kelley, who operated it fron
During the '50s l
1840 until 1S6L
place of thF.
was the regular stopping
.
old time circuit ruling lawyers, amont
Lincoln anc
whom were Abraham
Judge David Davis. Both Lincoli
and Davis were warm friends of Kel
ley, whose ready wit and great funt,
of stories made him a favorite witt
both men. Kelley was a great storj
teller, and during the months inter
vening between the April and Septem
ber terms of court he searched assid
uously for "new stories to tell Abe.'
Often Lincoln's coming, being her
aided about the surrounding country
drew scores of farmers to the hotel
and not infrequently residents oí Ur
bana drove down to enjoy the contest
between the two great story tellers
However well equipped with new ma
terial was Mr. Kelley he always founc
himself vanquished by Mr. Lincoln
whose fund of anecdotes seemed In
Old residents say thai
exhaustible.
frequently tole
the two champions
stories almost all night, Lincoln sitj
ting In an immense armchair, witt
wide rockers and a buffalo robe cush
Ion, known to the household as "Abe'i
chair." The old chair Is still In th
possession of the Kelley family, on

bow-kno-

t.

"Altogether, I thought him the
gauntest, quaintest and most positively ugly man who had ever attracted
me enough to call for study. Still,
when he was in speech, my eyes did
not quit his face. He held me in unconsciousness.
"About midnight his competitors
were disposed to give in; either their
stories were exhausted, or they were
tacitly conceding
him the crown.
From answering them story for story,
he gave two or three to their one. At
last he took the floor and held it.
And, looking back, I am now convinced that he frequently invented his
replications; which is saying he possessed a marvelous gift of Improvisation.
"Such was Abraham Lincoln, And
to be perfectly candid, had one stood
at my elbow that night in the old
tavern and whispered: 'Look at him
closely. He will one day be president
and the savior of his country,' I had
laughed at the idea but a little less
heartily than I laughed at the man.
"Afterward I came to know him
better, and then I did not laugh."
Lincoln Then and Now,
Tall, swart, ungainly, gaunt, he stood
fore us.
Chaffed by the

mob for hit

be-

unslghtll-nes-

s.

Now like a very god he towers o'er us.
Beloved for hia tender knlshtllnesa.

A

his figure when we
knew him,
A shrine for all that's best In us sine
then.
Revering e'en the blessed soli that crew
laughing-stoc- k

him
A model he for all his fellow men.

Baltimore American,

Lincoln, When a Circuit Rid

Ing Lawyer, Swapped

of

Stories.

its most cherished heirlooms.

The old tavern played an Importan
part In the social life of the coinmun
ity.
Here during the winter month;
assembled ail the young people fo:
miles around to dance and enjo;
themselves.
In the yard were held
the turkey shoots on Thanksgiving
and Christmas, when the pioneers ai"f
sembled to prove their wonderful
skill with their old muzzle loading
wnisny on mese occasion!
nrearnia.
flowed freely, and some famous fightt
have occurred about the old bulldin
but for the moet part the early settle
was good natured, even In his cupi
and no serious damage was done

these encounters.
With the coming of the railroad
and the passing of the stage coacl.
the old tavern suffered a lamentabb
falling off in business, and after a pre
carious existence it was closed am
tbe building became tbe home oí t
tenant farmer. Later it was used fo
the storage of grain and farm Imple
ments. Falling into decay. It has a
last been torn down, after an exist
ence of 75 years, many of Its timben
t
going uuo iue new Darn.

